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16. Ab.lfact 
Satellite multispectral imagery can be used in regional 
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photo interpretation methoc.s . Other character istic s , such 
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patterns , development density and some vacant land components 
c annot be adequately detected using these standard methods , 
Use of computer compatible tapes is a promi sing alternative 
to visual methods , HO~lev E!'r , problems associated with 
accurate geographic location and better delineation among 
l and uses still need to he solved . 
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~he Tri-State Regional Planning Commission is the offi-
cial planning agency of the Tri-State Region, which includes 
l2 counties in Ne~l York, 9 counties in New Jersey and 6 plan-
ning regions in Connecticut. It also serves as a r.entral 
supporting resources for subregional and local planning. 
~he Co~~ission has prepared a number of regional plans, 
high"lay, mass transit, open space and development guides. 
The basis for these plans was extensive inventories taken in 
1963. The land use inventory required a field survey involv-
ing 900 people, took six months to acquire the data and over 
a year to computerize it. These inventories must constantly 
be renewed or updated. This requires substantial amounts of 
manual labor (including inherent hurnan error), is time con-
surning and very costly. 
The objective of this project was to ascertain the fea-
sibility of using satellite imagery to detect and monitor 5 
specific land uses-vacant land, developed land, residential 
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Two methods ,~ere originally proposed to achieve the ob-
jective: visual photo interpretation and the use of automated 
scanning devices. In actual practice visual interpretation 
was used. HO~lever, in the second method instead of using 
scanning devices to acquire digital data, computer compatible 
tapes were used. This will be ex?lained further in the section 
dealing with the automated approach . 
. DATA REVIEW 
We received 70 rrm negatives of multispectrcl scanner 
images of all usable passes frow July 28, 1972 thru April 3, 
1974. They were reviewed, cataloged and rated as to usabil-
ity. (See Appendix, Exhibit 1.) 
It required 6 scenes on 3 consecutive days to fully cover 
8000 square miles of the Tri-State Region. Of the 35 cycles 
between 1972 and 1974, images of all six scenes ~Iere received only 
4 times and in no case were all images usable. The reason for 
this is L~at the entire region was not totally cloud-free on 
3 consecutive days. 
It should be noted that an average of 8 usable images 
for eac:l scene were obtained over the 22-month time period. 
Each scene had at least one usable image for each season of 







day cycle, the satellite should not be the sole source for 
annual monitoring of a large region at a specific tin.,: period. 
A.lmost all of the negatives and transparencies were of 
excellent quality. Enlargements, of approximately 12 di-
ameters, to a scale of 1:250,000 retained clearly defined 
areas of 6 acres. This vias particularly true of surface 
water bodies. Certain linear features were discernible, such 
as major streets, highways, railroads and bridges. They \'Iere 
most visible i.n the rural areas, but tended to blend into the 
. background in urban areas. Major roads which were newly con-
structed or under construction \~ere clearly discernible. 
Additions to the highway network could be monitored with 
periodic overflights. Supplemental information would be needed 
to record the "open to traffic" condition. 
Some difficulty was experienced when preparing enlarge-
ments for adjacent scenes acquired on different orbits which 
were within 1 or 2 days. It was difficult to obtain the same 
grey scale value for the same area on the ground. The diff-
erences \~ere more pronounced when false color prints were made. 
sophisticated processing equipment could aid in resolving this 
problem but its use was beyond the scope of this project. A 
large difference was noted-and expected-for images taken at 
different seasons of the year. 
Each scene was investigated separately. The tonal diff-
erences \~ere assumed to be relative, so corre1.ations could be 











VISUAL PHOTO INTERPPETATION 
Two scales were used in the visual interpretation -
1:1,000,000 and 1:250,000. Both black and white and com-
posi te color prints ~Iere used for each scale. 
A. Black/white images at 1:1,000,000 
A report entitled "Visual Interpretation of Black/ 
White I,nages at 1: 1,000,000" ~Ias submitted as a progr.:ss re-
port in September 1973. It is included as Exhibit 2 in the 
appendix of this report. The general conclusion of the report 
was that the images at a scale of 1:1,000,000 were n0t suit-
able for delineating the specified land use types. 
B. Composite Color images at 1:1,000,000 
A subsequent color composite print (E-1079 - 15131) con-
sisting of MSS band 4, 5 & 7 was obtained. The false color 
rendition accentuates the negatation (red) and the developed 
land (cyan). Vegatation meant the land was not developed-or 
developed at a very low density. The absence of vegatation meant 
the land was developed, it was readily observed that heavily 
,qooded are'1-s, such as parks, ,qere bright red and that den-
sily developed areas, such as Manhattan were dark cyan. The 
degree of'development was classified into four categories: 
1 sparsely developed 
2 - moderately developed 
3 - well developed 














A square mile grid \,1<:S then prepared at the 1:1,000,000 
scale on a clear base. The grid was overlayed on the color 
-composite and oreinted according to its correct geograpni-
cal position. Color codes and numerical va~ueE were assigned 
to the development categories-l (\',hite) sparsely developed; 
2 (yello\·,) moderately developed; 3 (brr..,im) well developed; and 
4 (blue) intensely developed. 
The test area \-,as exaruined and t..l}e square mile assigned 
the appropriate color. Information containing the x-y co-
ordinate identifier of the square mile and the develofment 
number was keypunched and put on computer tape. A tabula-
tion 1t,as prepared that listed the square miles by the observed 
development categories. They were compared to the percent 
developed land value of Tri-State's Land ~se Inventory by a 
computer matching program. (Appendix Exhibit 3) The follm"-








































LAND USE INVENTORY ( % DEVELOPED) VB OBSERVED DEVELOPME:lT 
by 
Square Mile Grid Cell 
Observed Development 
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The results were not particularlY,encouraging. It was 
expected that the majority of the sparsely developed observa-
tions would be in the 0-25% developed land colums. Howe',er, 
only 15.7% compared favorably while 84.3% compared unfavorably. 
The obse:.:ved development in the moderate and well developed 
categories did not compare favorably with the ground truth -
7.7% and 19.1%, respectively. The intensely developed ob-
serva,:ions compared quite favorably with 94.3% of the obser-
vations in the expected category. ' 
It is therefore concluded that the method of defining 
developed land by color composite at the 1:1,000,000 scale 
is not suitable for regional planning. 
C. Floor Space Correlation 
In the course of comparL.g the ground truth to the 
developed land observations it appeared that a gcpater 
correlation could be obtai, ned by using floor space instead 
of land values. A tabulation crlmparing the observed develop-
ment to ,the total floor space was prepared (Appendix Exhibit 4). 
The following ta]:;le (Figure 3) compares the observed 
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TOTAL FLOOR SPACE vs OBSERVED DEVELOPMENT 
by 
Square Mile GrU Cell 
Observed Development 
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Sparsely Developed 202 29 12 4 247 
Moderately Developed 68 105 38 2 213 
Well Developed 9 21 66 18 114 
Intensely Developed 0 0 20 64 84 



























There is a very favorable comparison in all categories 
bet"leen the observed development and the floor space categories. 
It appears chat the satellite sensors are capturing man-made 
features, such as buildings, in a unique manner. If this 
preliminary finding can be verified by further investigation 
it should prove to be an invaluable aid to planners. Un-
fortunately, the results of this finding came too late to 
carry out a detailed investigation. 
D - Black/l'7hit:e lraage at 1:250,000 scale 
Enlargements of selected scenes were made of all (4) bands 
to a scale of 1:250,000. 
It was determined that Band 4 did not provide sufficient 
grey tone contrast to distinguish any .of the five specifiec 
land uses - vacant land, developed land, residential land, 
non-residential land and streets. Since the land uses blended 
into one another, it was impossible to outline and measure 
anyone of them. 
Vacant Land 
Band 5 ",as selected as being most suitable for defining 
"vacant" land this image best portrayed most of the appropri-
ate characteristics. "Vacant" land for regional planning 
purposes at Tri-State, is defined as those areas '~hich are 
susceptible for development. Three primary components are 









within partially developed blocks in urban-suburban areas. 
The three components were investigated separately. 
Since the wooded areas makL up the greatest portion of 
the "vacant" land in the Tri-State Region, these areas were 
investigated first. In making the enlargements from 70 rom 
negatives to the 1:250,000 scale, attempts ~lere made to en-
hance the darker portions which represent wooded lands. Areas 
with heavy concentrations of woods would be considered un-
developed and ~lould fall within the Tri-State de::inition of 
"vacant". Public parks, forests and water shed lands would 
show up as heavy concentrations of woods but were not con-
sidered "vacant". Since the boundaries of these areas were 
known, they were removed from consideration. This was done 
by preparing an overlay of the park, forest and watershed 
boundaries at the 1:250,000 scale and superimposing the 
overlay on the ERTS image. The wooded areas within the 
boundaries were then disregarded. A Tri-STate x-y square mile 
grid was positioned on the photos. The amount of "wooded" 
land within each square mile ;,'as measured using a templet. 
Next, the agricultural land component was evaluated. 
Areas in which the farms had distinct, regular shapes and 
had similar crop cover, such as the potato farms along the 
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1\-reas in .. ,hich the farms .. lere irregularly shaped because of 
~and contour or 10\'1 density residential development could 
not be easily separated for outlining and measurement. 
The third component of vacant land is the empty parcels 
in suburban and r to a .. esser degree r urban communi ties. La,. 
altitude photography is capable of providing suitable imagery 
to define this land use. Hm'lever r the poor resolution plus 
the limited range of spectral radiance on any band does not 
permit this category to be detected adequately. The parcels 
under consideration were random and small and r therefore, 
... lOuld blend in with the surrounding characteristics. 
In short, \ole found that only one component. (\olOoded) of 
"vacant" land could be adequately de'~ected to be incorporated 
into the inventory file and used in t,he planning process. 
Other methods would have to be employed to detect the "agri-
















Developed land, :Eor regional planning, is defined for 
residential and nonresidential use as ;'1ell as for streets and 
highways. It is necessary to know the stage of development 
to forecast where future growth may occur. Four categories 
have been specified (1) sparsely developed, (2) moderately 
developed, (3) well developed and (4) intensly developed. 
Two bands, MSS-5 and MSS-7, were investigated. It was 
found that in Mss-5 (July 24, 1973 1366-15065 
developed land could be generally distinguished from un-
developed land. The developed area was outlined and com-
pared to the land use inventory file. There \,as a favorable 
comparison at the "total developed" level. However, the 
different development categories are not discernible on this 
band. 
"Intensely developed" land was readily observed on Mss-7 
(Aug. 30, 1973). An overlay could be prepared and matched 
against the "total developed" map. This would still leave 
three categories undefined. 
Our conclusion is that using visual interpretation in-
volving bl'ackj\,hite images of several bands is not suitable 
for delineating needed categories developed land. It should 
be noted that other methods are available which shm, great 












Residential & Nonresidential Develooment 
. 
The features which distinguish residential and non-
residential use from other types of development, such as 
street patterns, roof type and building size are not dis-
cernible by visual observation. The resolution of this 
imagery is not sharp enough to distinguish the different 
characteristics. 
Hopefully, digital data may provide the necessary 
components to separate the two land uses. Favorable 
Floor space correlation might be the answer. There are 
indications that different size structures may have different 
spectral signatures. No conclusions C1l.n be dral'ln at this 
time, but it appears to be a promising area for future in-
vestigation. 
Streets 
The ability to inventory and monitor streets and high-
ways is c,n important element in the regional planning process. 
For planning purposes three types are needed (1) limited 
access highl·/ays (2) arterial routes and (3) local streets. 
Limited access highl'lays can be identified most of the 
time in r-.:tral noncultivated areas, In some cultivated areas 
there is little, if any, tonal difference between the high-














constructed, however, there is a noticeable difference, not 
only bebleen the land and the high .. lay, but bebleen the old 
.and ne"l portions of the high\'lay itself. This is significent 
since it would provide the means to monitor the construction 
of additional limited access and major arterial routes. 
Streets are not detectable in urban, well developed or 
intensely developed areas, except for new, large additions or 
reconstruction. This type uI ~~~gery is not suitable for 
inventory purposes but has the potential for monitoring. 
E. Corr.posite Color Images 
False color prints at three scales ,vere investigated 
1:1,000,00 ; 1:333,000 and 1:250,000. The composite prints 
were made from bands 4, 5 and 7. 
The false color accentuates the vegetation and hence the 
undeveloped areas. It also highlights intensely developed 
areas by the absence of vegetation. Theoretically, it should 
be possible to record varying degrees of development by associ-
ating a particular shade of a given color to a degree of 
development. In practice it ,vas found that. the t",o extre.lnes 
could be delineated. Because of subtle changes in color, 
considerable variations in the recorded data "ere found es-
pecially ",hen blO or more persons ",ere recording their obser-
vations. Several other factors limit the usefulness of this 
::15 
particular type of product. 
First, the color ~'as not consistent from one frame to 
another. Therefore, it was not possible to associate a 
particular color to a specific degree of development. 
Second, the false color prints are prepared elsewhere 
and there is little or no influence over the process. This 
,means that variations in the composition of the print cannot 
be made. The acquisition of equipment to accomplish this 
flexibility is prohibitive. 
Third, a process has been developed ,·,hich can enhance 
certain characteristics of ERTS imagery by blending different 
shades of several colors to produce the desired results. (1) 
Evaluation of ERTS-A Imagery for Land Use/Rescurces Inventory 
Information (NASA No. 358) E.Hardy, J. Skaley, E. Phillips 
AUTmlATIC METHOD 
At the beginning of the project it was anticipated that 
available electronic scanning devices would be used to reduce 
satellite imagery to digital form. Once in this form the 
investigation ,~ould seek a unique "signature" for the speci-
fied land uses. It was expected that the digital data could 















In the course of the investigati~n it was decided that 
computer compatible tapes would provide the same if not better 
data. Tapes for tvlO scenes (1076-15074 and 1456-15052) were 
requested and received. They were bulk type, 9 track of all 
four MSS bands. The tapes were reformatted to the IBM 370/125 
configuration. A computer mapping program, developed at 
Tri-State, vias applied to a test area around Manhattan, New 
York. 
The first step was to separate land from water. Using 
MSS band 6 all video data readings with a value of 9 or less 
were suppressed. All other values were computer mapped as 
shovm in Figure 4. The separation was quite distinct with 
the exception of downtown and midtown Manhattan. These places 
are two of the nost intensely developed areas in the world. 
They have video data values similar to water but the reason 
for this is not clear. 
The areas "Iith values between 10 and 19 indicate well 
developed and intensely developed land. Areas with values 
between 20 and 29 are found to be moderately developed and 
well develcped. Some ''lith limited access highways have 
values in the 20's as do rock cliffs with steep elevations 
of 100 feet or more, This presents problems when delineating 
areas by computer. Hopefully, when used in combination with 





































































(water values suppressed) Figure 4 
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access high~7ays and the rock cliffs from the developed land. 
The h~gher video values of 30 and up are representative 
of open, wooded and sparsely developed land. These findings 
are encouraging and it is expected that \'7hen used in combi-
nation "7ith other b:mds better delineations bet"7een developed 
and open land will be possible. The development of a compu-
terized method of subtracting parks, forests and "7atershed 
lands to obtain "vacant" land l'lould be highly desirable. 
An attempt was made to geographically locate the video 
data according to the Tri-state X-Y grid coordinate system. 
Since efforts so far have not been successful, it has not 
been possible to correlate the ERTS data l.;rith the Land Use 
Inventory file. Further work is necessary but cannot be 
accomplished within the existing time requirements. 
In surr~ary, it appears that the potential of acquiring 
and monitoring land use for regional planning purposes by 
using computer compatible tapes is very gOld. More work 







ERTS image catalog 
Visual Interpretation of Blaok/White Images 
at 1: 1 , 0'00 , 00'0 
computer Printout of Observed 'IS Ground Truth 
by Per cent Developed 
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This report is part of a series which will describe the results 
of investigations of ERTS imagaty at va,rious scales using color and 
black/white photos and incorporate both visual and electronic inter-
pretation. This particular teport describes the result of images of 
four MSS (Multispectral Scanner Subsystem) bands (4, 5. 6, 7), at a 
scale o,f 1:1,000,000, taken on August 16, October 8 and October 10, 
1972. These images were used to obtain Cloud-free prints Of the 
study atea. 
It should be clearly understood that the land use definitiOns 
and the Visual observations are specifically otiented towatd regional 
planning use. 
METHOD 
tt ' " The approach used was to 1) ascertain whether a· unique signature 
could be observed or 2) to determine if an acceptable inference in lieu 
of a signs'ture could be" drawn. The 70 1IDiI. I!Elgatives o·f each band were 
enlarged on a D t)'pe Omega enlatgElr. Each land use category was 
outlined on an overlay to the photo in various pal"ts of the Region. 
The outlined area was cOlI\pared to the iand use data filE'S main,tained 
by the Tri-State RElg~ona1 Planning C01lllllission. AElria(1. photos at two 
scales (1:4800 and 1:24,000) were also used as reference. 
















The following general conclusions have been reached: 
The black/white 1:1,000,000 scale can be used for observing 
general land development patterns but is not suitable for 
visually delineating the five specified regional planning 
land use,Gategories. 
General, but not unique, signatures were observed. 
Accep.table inferenGes of land uses could not be consistently 
used. 
It is expected that a larger scale would make the various 
·features more visible. 
It is hoped that electronisally reGorded and sGanned images 
will increase the ability to obtain a unique land use 
"signature". 
MSS band 4 has a "muddy" appea-ranGe which makes the various 
land uses blend together. 
MSS band Jj provides the best overall image for land use 
purposes. 
MSS band 6 accentuates the water bodies and the very inteilSely 
developed are~s. 
MSS band 7 in addi.tion to accentui\ting the water bodies _ and 


















~ FINDINGS , 
f It was expected that gross observations of land developed 
patterns could be made for graphic presentation but would not 
6 
l' , serve as a suitable source for specifically delineating land uses 
'1' 
l; , as an input toward monitoring change or growth. The result of the 
, 
, 
" , investigation of the five specific land uses are given in the 
r 
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-4- Exhibit 2 
VACANt LAND 
Vacant land, for regional planning purposes at Tri-State, is 
defined as those areas which are susceptible fat development. Land 
"hich does not contain structures or streets would be the ptime 
requirement. Included in this definition is land which has a 
natu'ral ground cove·r, wooded, or is used as agricultural land. 
Within the agricultural category that portion of a farm that contains 
buildings is, considered developed and the rest is classified vacant. 
Land in between partially develop'ed areas is also defined as 
being vacant. This is a common condition in subu,rban areas and is 
critical for planning purposes. 
Excluded from the Vaeant category are parks and wa·ter shed land. 
The property lines cannot be differentia,ted from vacant land on 
photos and so mus·t be delineated separa·tely using other source data. 
Finding 
Vacant Land comprised of heavily w09ded areas can be 
delineated fOli areas of 4!il acres or larger on MSS bands 4 and 5. 
Agricult.u,ral areas (defined as vacant) cannot be discerned 
from partially developed land. Various shades of grey at first 
appear to yield a: discernible diffe·rence between developed and 
v3c:an·t. Detailed examination reveals tha,t the same eolor 
density on different p3rts of the photo and in other parts of 
the Region have different land use characteristics. Consistent 
determ1.nat~on is not possible. 
• 
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-s- Exhibit 2 
Prior knowledge is necessary' to identify the specific land 
use pattern. 
Vacant land is not observable on MSS bands 6 and 7. 
SUMMA~Y.STATEMENT 
Black/White ERTS images at a scale of 1: l,aOa, oao 
is not suitable for dete1'lllining vacant land fo·r 












For regional planning purposes the term "developed. land" is 
Exhibit 2 
defined as that area on which struc·tures and streets have been built. 
Included in the defin1Uon is open land - adjacent to and associated 
with the existing structures - which would not be subject to 
additional buildings, ie, the balanse of a residential lot not oscupied 
by the house. Developed land has been c1assifieci into 4 categories. 
sparsely developed 
- rural 
moderately develo.ped newer suburbs 
well developed - older suburbs 
intensely developed urban 
Finding 
Developed land can be detected in varying degrees o·f success 
on all four MSS bands 4, 5, 6, 7. However, prior lmowledge of 
whether the area is developed or not is necessa·ry. 
On].y large a·reas of developed land can be observed on MSS 
band 4. The othe·r three land development patterns cannot be 
delineated with accuracy. 
On MSS band 5 the spa,rsely developed land can be disdnguished 
trom the intensely developed land. However i~ is not possible 
to separate the 4 cl.asses of develo.Plllent uniquely from one another 
with sufficient accuracy. 
On MSS band 6 only areas of very intense development can be 
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-7- . Exhibit 2 
towns which are relatively slDIlll in size and have over 12,000 
population. All other categories of development cannot: be 
observed. 
MSS band 7 has the s8llle basic characteristics as band 6 
but the very intense areas are more clearly defined and strip 
development can be detected. 
SUMMAllY .. STATEMENT 
Developed land can be distinguished £ram undevelaped 
land in broad density ranges. The 4 classes af 
developmen,t cannat be uniquely separated far planning 
purpoaes. 
-8- Exhibit 2 
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT 
Residential development is important to the planning process 
since it defines people characteristics - where they live, income, 
auto availability, etc. The densi.ty of residential land has an 
important bearing on the type of services (roads, msss transit, 
water and sewer facilitles, etc.) that.are required. 
Find.ing 
Residential development could not be distinguished from 
other types of development. Prior knowledge of the area CQuld 
be used to d·raw logical assumptions abou·t th,. type of develop-
ment. Multifamily housing (garden apartments) could not be 
obse·rved .as being different from single family houSing areas 
or even from non·residential land use. Areas where garden 
apa·rtments were known to exist were investigated but ,:c>uld not 
be detec ted. 
If the obssrved development is assumed to be predominan·tly 
residential then density differences between sparsely and 
intensely developed areas can be seen. 
Residential development cannot be sufficiently 
distinguished from other types of development 
for planning purposes. 
-9- Exhibit 2 
N0NRESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT 
The pr:lmary characteristics of nonresidential land is that 
they are work sites. As such they are the designated end of 
journey-to-work trips and have goods movement and employment 
implications. 
Finding 
As in the case of residen.tial land they do not have a 
unique signature which would visually set them apart from 
other types of developed land. However it is known from 
existing inventories tha·t this type of development tends 
to cluster. If this knowledge was employed then some of 
the. intensely developed areas could be design'ated as 
predominantly nonresiden·tial. 
SU~~y STATEMENT 
Nont'esidential development cannot be sufficien.tly 
dbtinguished from other types of developmeM 







-10- Exhibit 2 
, STREETS 
Streets are broken down into three categoities for use in 
planning - limited access, arterial and local. For regional 
puitposes the limited access highways and major arterials are of 
primary importance. Local streets a,re considered part of other 
types of developed land. 
Finding 
The most discernible streets are the limited access highways 
and major arterials in rural a,reas. Local streets blend in with 
other forms 0-£ development and with agricultural land. Most 
stiteets cannot be delineated in densely settled areas. In the 
cases where they can be observed it is because they' a're wide and 
rela,tively new. In some cases the art(,rial routes a,re more 
visible than the wider limited access highways. 
SUMMAJ~Y . STATEMENT 
75% of the limited access highways and major 
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411 125 J!4 
641 H,7 1U'< 12'1 
566 13<1 114 M 
~24 36 342 1'82 
173 loJ~9'1 ~99 
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6.2 !l4 H4 168 
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466 368 28 45 
564 15 422 96 
59'1 47 432 84 
626 151 14b 93 
657 291 2511 86 
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3G9 H6 50'1 31' 42,8,'18 41839 3~3 61,6 568 222 6 21 12 229 11 89 41 14 47 1 39 53 .369 
224 5· I R 4911 96t. 29716 159,12 13,126 618 'h;,1 66 63 66 1110 113 48 48 15 16 52 47 .3'511 
3,2~ 493 48'] 338 8869 41J5 3900 264 613 112 56 25 155 15'8 46 40 46 6 fd 9 28 51 .u68 
,f" 
3'-';2 4q5 5(1,5 %& 7649 17'lg 5,941 641 26 109 186 118 133 14 46 46 1 50 17 4 5() 36 .(lS5 ~--
243 49& 411 15~-+ U656 41lll H441 Bd 514 35 112 86 3211 33 48 5 ~H 30 b 49 1 .138 
~' 241 507 50! 460~ 611:645 69% 54659 503 21 109 129 236 7 52 52 22 4 48 9~ .546 
, 112 493 5)'1 22') 13035 75249 l644 742 158 265 ,1112 27 62 298 3 7 52 1 53 13 35 47 • .454 
~ 302 4'l4 50'1 2\1 84289 84049 240) 687 329 3;r 14 7 300 55 55 5 48 45 .51~ 
'.::z) 21j 3 5,11 5e9 i 13941 150011, 3i999 1113&2 ,1]!n 821 71 2~1 191 292 66 56 56 24 9 44 81 .144 
f~ 243 S"1 ItB4 I 92!1 9015,1 215 8824 52 20'1 4 7~ 13 H 14 222 27 52 56 3,7 2 44 16 .188 243 495 4B7 60,3 18155 14114 3998 H 581 185 105 32 12 243 " 213 38 32 56 18 32 44 5 .132 , 32.; ,ad 481 814 3861)3 lOt-54 8416 133 686 194 136 51 29D 5 9 57 57 20 2'8 43 98 .221 r 224 508 492 41311 58'103 1'5 .... 505HI 41 726 n 23,1 150 26,1 42 154 47 18 5'8 33 4 42 86 .320 
32.) 494 484 i 36C32 3'&032 601 279 53 33 269 28 18 58 } 60 46 ItO .Z31l ]( 2 4q6 5C2 5~l 5114"~ 52414 520il lZl 624 28Z 5Z 39 5 25 213 1 61 61 8 45 39 2 .3'48 
~-- 30,2 495 504 I 2221 30H2 59Ft,S 24;)48 86 526 30 Ml loll 162 5 32 l!tl8 52 11 62 36 6 3'8 82 .211 321,.· 492 482 811 411H3 3\18-43 8341 1513 63,1 142 179 66 10 180 36 ~8 2'1 62 3 64 28 22 36 5 .23;l i 2Q3 5;;3 509 293'& 41563 139H 2J642 1 594 45 1:53 19i1 23 176 66 66 26 8 34 12 .242 ~, 3t~ ftq& 496 147 162~,1 '1272,1 1511 2t1~0 5911 292 a 10 61 1"" 19 93 51 14 66 1 50 ]4 .096 
j 243 494 4'85 4598 IH8 33UO 4,10 268 1 99 55 46 141 52 23 67 51 33 .033 
"301 495 492 50188 51708 to 403 241 'it 4 10I 28 11 184 46 3'1 67 61 33 3 .044 t 32( 4~3 'f84 59] 13851 1492 61116 153 562 260 52 46 36 87 51 Z" 68 68 9 46 32 20 .083 J 243 499 488 211! 2993'5 1457 la'4;]" 44 668 119 226 8'2 114 102 26 68 ,!!lI 34 18 32 53 .152 j,-, 24-1 506 504 3038 3M2. 4115 32.lol4 51'8 156 15~ 91 175 10 10 26 21 30 .20'1 , 
;.: 243 5011 489 711 33933 2&0,72 1421 440 25'6 tO,l 31 35 9 61 33,1 311 56 10 15 42 30 11 .433 , 320 .. 'II 486 3445 "8'l73 1'1802 ]5651 120 671 50 298 112 203 1 1 70 70 44 1 30 99 .2311 
" t 24] 5~1J 488 4547 19HO 3u26" 44923 4541 59~ 108 191 123 23 'l!46 13 70 2 12 33 18 2'8 14 .42·8 
" 
224 508 494 9280 90533 15430 145'12 541 686 40 290 114 56 126 73 13 42 6 21 31 .4'12 ~: 
~: 30 481 494 1151 ]2958 14949 IS,lf9 3il 585 12 229 124 1 159 13 13 39 12 27 1 .1708 ( 243 501 488 15bd 19511 3324 16249 4 3Zl 42 128 69 5 18 302 38 4d 74 "0 13 26 
" 
.188 
~ 2itl 508 502 803,1 755U 178'3'1 51661 12 70,1 119 241155 174 5 74 74 35 11 26 91 .33'3 32(1 489 486 21)UO 30)941 10211 2a6,11i 6113 112 231 105 ] '145 75 75 39 19 25 2 .156 
~ 241 508 501 80911 6<1441 7924 52523 659 n 280 188 1M 2 15 15 43 4 25 99 .28" 3('2 495 503 12701 36'11'6 In44 13169 3564 591 '162 11<) 86 43 3,1 11 88 117 63 1'6 15 18 21 25 28 .186 ~ 2t 3 5';3 508 4481 li123'5 34 .. 15 3'5U9 acl 563 16u 122 HI 22 11'9 15 1'5 22 2'8 25 16 .381 
~, 3 11-6 495 505 Z904 417'16 11'-;,)8 30Z85 423 619 9'4 2'3.; 87 8 140 54 6 15 1 U;- 38 15 24 5 .233 
~' 2':; 3 5.; 1 5U8 7945 981},'Q 222911 751,,9 420 1t6 8'8 111 81 18 ,1,6 76 2'1 2'8 24 82 • 'lOll 243 496 481 2915 44,141 n093 26943 105 602 lib 236 HO 1 133 11 11 39 19 23 5 .21'9 
112 493 482 a55 I11n 68u16 9166 5'97 24t) J!61 53 14 121 2 11 17 28 40 23 10 .385 
243 5('t 495 3534 411472 29~a 31141 371 5H 8 .. 239 122 2;) 108 78 18 42 15 22 15 .209 
203 5C5 .,0'1 524:; 5d65& 60142 ~~l58 250 567 28 234 184 111 'II 43 13 1 
.TI 41 5 21 25 .261  
21: 3 ':i' 4 5'0 17 2449 38214 19421 18&56 1~17 569 141 86 112 4 11)7 52 8'1 81 15 26 19 3 .1'CJZ 
' .. ", •. ,.., .. ", 
i:IH!l.:'lJt~II'''''''rl'''''''''~~' 











!ill BER CEIIT DEVELOPED 197) lA'W 'JSE nLE P'AGE 9 
U - - - PERC ENf OF T,GUl -
ST SQ Mil ~,E aSNt; - --- FUl1!JR X H.hl- - - - l \NO liN' AeRIES - - - - - --A~EA- ----LANO--- OPEN, eTY x y 0,., l!JNII TS T€lITA'L ~RS RrES SP,E(; Hl 'N~S RES SIT ~Et VAt SliP SPC WAT DEV WAT OEV RES NR'E OPN R,EC FU 
---> 
3;.;7 4d'd 49'1 5(1)3 -T!~13';4 1n5'S 51Ubo) ,6 621 '119 35J 116 34 2 94 94 56 19 6 94 .27-0 
32( 49J1 4'815 3452 ~hl4&9 IH56 3,5"9<) 23 511 all Hi 141 13 23 94 94 54 14 6 31 .21' .. 
302 492 497 2526 35'694 9~73 2>551 171.1 624 2~;J llJ 68 1 36 49 1 93 1 94 34 42 6 2 .14(1 
241 5c'7 504 6943 13GB 69j~ 65992 84 638 11 386 ~99 24 13 94 94 60 3 6 66 .Z19 
3'116 49C 5DO 291,6 53,HC 23'579 3a'121 643 13iJ 326 145 32 9 94 94 5,1 20 6 1,8 .20-5 
3{ 2 494 504 29111 56664 2542 .. 3\1915 265 581 17.:1 2ZB HS 21 8 3~ 53 86 8 94 39 29 6 18 .218 
3(1 431 49" 1861 34lH 15439 18i110 64 669 82 451 94 18 20 3 1 94 94 61 12 6 48 .125 ---
320 4qi 4'86 3323 6939'8 3465C 345'18 720 579 185 246 117 25 4 3 95 95 42 3,2 5 81 .292 
H6 4q;"l 499 1838 5;':9'19 3'1533 '1936,) 86 729 2'13 298 101 11 22 1,8 18 93 2 95 41 29 5 34 •. U.8 
2 .. 3 498 488 5215 62"135 1339'3 49320 22 59'1 12 353 134 2 30 95 95 60 12 5 5 .258 
3'12 439 5 il3 l739 66749 369&3 2'8869 10>17 499 15& lU9 108 15 lli 88 8il 15 95 42 31 5 6,1 _3'23 
Zt3 504 508 8[,63 18366\1 998(' 173600 80 543 42 l7lJ 203 4 24 95 95 50 8 5 15 .8·1,8 
3'20 4?1 482 2'8Q5 553'~7 26,.99 28910 198 641 130 336 141 10 19 5 1 4 94 1 95 52 20 5 29 .21;9 
241 !h.lJ set 1311·~IJ l1Z6J6 26656 14,1661 43,13 593 5u 233 218 l 28 61 95 95 39 8 5 6 .104 
241 5ry~ 499 1454 81HH7 12439 68584 54 104 41 255 203 2 n 161 95 95 36 1 5 5 .,271 
241 5f4 502 4519 46131 9241 36812 18 616 321 165 153 1 29 95 95 24 48 5 20 .166 
!.:J:> 312 491 50'2 5830 19219 '18186 611539 554 616 81 305 122 1 21 19 95 95 50 13 5 26 .)',h) 1;)2 491 5U4 5264 64348 1'45'1 5682J "It 103 80) 445 15,1 7 19 2 96 96 63 11 4 27 .2'ltl t~ 3,~2 489 5';'4 2794 55730'1 25&23 3,.,)15 32 629 116 361 126 14 9 3 96 96 51 18 4 U .211 t~ 302 491 503 4848 69326 1'94911 49d3'5 592 103 363105 5 17 96 96 61 11 4 22 .21'Q 
312 495 482 Ii! 193'6 345,d H954 2J3qJ 160 40~ I5<) 168 62 1 8 8 3 139 11 26 96 42 3'8 4 5 .2L·7 
3u2 493 5C4 
,I 25CO 9033" 62304 211.:19 9U 684 332 188 124 11 19 9 17 93 2 96 21 49 4 38 .:;,17 ne 488 4.84 2732 '06499 J.o81:4'2 282'12 125 644 113 406 'IT 1 19 2 96 96 63 18 4 21 .113 241 5(~q soC' uno 1215M 2.156;) 105958 48 519 79 262 2'17 6 14 96 96 45 14 4 31 .524 
241 509504 .. 659iJ 73412 9242 63996 174 667 57 331 252 2 25 96 96 50 8 4 8 .263 
120 4(K fti86 ~ 393i.l 53871) >12113 41"51 65~ 81 395 138 11 18 96 96 M 13 4 38 .199 241 5('9 5011 1955 W4713 23563 8U4] 11 122 153 309 226 1 19 8 96 96 43 21 4 21 .345 
r~ 102 4'11 505 a 2107 4711n 248n 2i533 663 129 219 ,3Il 142 1 29 8 96 96 45 3/) 4 3 .155 302 492 51)3 ~ 3438 47629 bl614 36H5 no 529 42 349 12'1 8 9 9'1 9'1 66 8 3 ft5 .21'4 302 49'2 50)4 3169 66848 31409 35439 6ft9 186 300 145 3 16 9'1 9'1 46 29 3 15 .2.3 !~ ~U2 488 504 2335 lil739 45912iJ 24471 348 586 16J 269 132 1 18 6 6>1 8'8 9 91 46 21 3 5 .28,1 3U9 492 496 5221 19364 24193 545,]1 680 111 319 158 4 14 68 9'1 97 41 17 3 l'l .21'5 
f{ 30', 490 503 4618 6,7498 11596 49119,11 109 6I2 lllO 399 93 11 2 12 95 2 91 65 16 3 10(; .26I 
3,16 49(' 51)1 568'1 11052}6 46949 5la94 393 62" 188 210 U8 11 4 2 28 92 4 97 44 30 3 79 .404 
302 492 501 4046 6'1124 19340 4238'1 3 588 79 352 135 6 12 3 9'1 97 60 14 3 31 .249 
316 481 501 18'59 35463 1M84 19219 6115 129 30 1 150 10 8 9'1 91 5,1 21 3 51 .139 
3(7 488 492 2883 54U,? 24r/,15 30088 14 653 51 456 1,2'0 6 10 9,1 91 lO 9 3 39 .195 
302 491 50ft 2514 615,12 35146 26326 40 564 210) 255 80 13 5 9'1 9'1 45 31 3 1'1 .259 
3fc 7 488 490 2'154 24984 33'84 Z'l61l1l 553 54 J65 U8 14 2 9'1 97 66 10 3 86 .1'011 
316 481 500 1688 19524 2062 H429 33 661 23 464 158 1 12 9 98 98 7,0 3 2 6 .068 
320 493 4'85 2 11352 1123,1 25 'Iii 5'55 46,1 32 9 2 50 58 89 1,0 98 8'3 2 .01 3 
241 50:3 504 6520 904,19 16625 13'838 16 656 59 3M 2'16 1 14 98 98 56 9 2 5 .324 
32~ 491} 484 321i1 45629 123'49 33280 585 88 351 126 11 2 98 98 M 15 2 82 .1·83 
3(12 492 505 4166 103Z2 198% 50393 43 572 112 339 108 1 12 98 98 59 20 2 6 .289 
1U2 491 502 1835 1C15'15d 85,1811 19959 10 5'83 288 183 39 2 2 69 2'1 96 3 99 31 49 1 51 .4'}6 
3112 492 502 3104 411)41 9253 3U31 51 622 12 412 130 6 2 99 99 66 12 1 10 .154 
3(' 1 487 496 3'860 68032 213,12 40'106 14 697 123 453 109 3 8 1 99 99 65 18 1 25 .228 
302 494 505 3566 43259 10M ~M64 34 656 65 44J 141 6 2 3 99 99 61 10 1 71 .1-53 
316 486 SL'5 4546 109681 6,173 .. 4TH9 832 51'8 216 2'12 13'2 2 6 11 3'8 93 6 99 31 31 1 25 ."4l 
155 5{ 
32(, 495 489 422 3 4 414 208 1 33 1 99 .000 
1i~,":i~"""''C-'.4-''''''''''''~-''''.,<'L.'," 
··'~l?ii"t,l*';N:i""&'"\i-?@;;,,~ .. ~iru.\f.,\'-~!.";hlk,,",.:~~~k".;,.,l.""~1A~,;..;."";:i • .m.~;"ii_"".:t't'''";''''''M;'''~'''~f""",,=_~',,.,i'u'.'<''i''''.,;'.'''''''"~:'''''~'',;·>oJ,~~:",:_,.',,,,"",,-,""~:...,,,"j.,,,,J.j:''',A~'. 1k.'"'""""·'"""'-'i~;"'~IW'=~''''''''-",",~,;:4.t~.''i' ,,,~,,,,_ .. '~.oli'P'~.!""';M-'~%_""""~J~'''-"-''''''(\''''.;;;1,,,,c ...... ,_'<iCO;u.. .. ,,w.,~", __ ."~.~_;,>, ...... .i!'i.'~ 
r~~~"-=:~".="<~"~'WW"'"~O""' 'w."." '.~',~..".,.~"., .. "" ....... ,. "" "''l'_,.r,- ", "<-'0 ',. .... -~~,-., ~-'""~~''''''' -~'~'7-.-.,~ ,. '-,,_,'" V"' -",-,-'~' ~,':;'''''~ '"'~_ """- .~c,m.,.",,:p~,., i'""'-~''' "'''''I'':,"I'~''~~r''::cp,.",(I'-r'j 
r 
r EXHlBlT 3 ~ 
r- eI PER CENT DEVEOOPED 19,7" LANG I!IS'EfRE PAGE H. '--_.,-
!.'is - - - PeRCENT IF r'OTAL -
Sf SQ '\>I ~E HS,I\JG - - - - fli)0R X 1')1) - - - - - - LAND liN ACRES - - - - - --AREA- ----tAND----- OPEN eTV x v 0<> UNII'T5 H),lAl N~'S "!oS SPEC TH N~S ~ES Sf .'Et VAt SWP SPt wn DEV WAY DEV ~ES NPE OPN R'EC FA" 
2(3 5(,3 5u5 2759 35155 ,4!l,j 32268 4 504 49 9J 42 "3 24,1 166 27 25 ~1! 18 10 64 26 .455 
224 5( 3 493 14472 15242.- 32> .. )2 118,15I 22'67 945 51 203 19'3 4811 9 3 48 48 2-l 6 52 98 .769 
231 5(·v 5'GO 3003>l ~4a"2'5 1';9874 4H282 869 6-1i6 47 15,1 116 ~54 1 2 48 
.ll 23 7 52 100 3.9'17 -'---
23i ~-t:'C 5'),1 294911 448817 8'5520 363357 614 54 16) 118 334 4 50 50 24 8 50 99 3.072 
224 5t 7 4'n 9353 93,]3'1 9541 84,}34 56 94,7 33 291 ll6 426 15 168 45 IS 53 3[ 3 47 9' .426 
224 505 488 4952 '5>1332 7,8'9·5 43397 50 5'42 911 10),7 88, 52 205 36 49 6 53 20 11 47 20 .414 
231 5ci 5J,2 1 '1381 142.45 ;i84~4 8ZeS6 173 594 198 72 60 225 39 11 55 l 56 12 3'3 44 8'5 .981 
i ~('9 4~8 493 3581) 3491.1 9ij 60'5 3e6 38 261 14 56 2 57 51 431.,,0 .024 
I 2([·3 5112 5ua 74 26312 259~4 468 198 88 27 46 36 5G4 16 72 58 45 42 56 .523 
t' 224 5(;'8 496 5954 6494~ 2'212.:) 42176 44 603 80 121 15l 29 216 59 59 20 13 41 12 .417 -.-t 3t:.19 4'93 49'4 603 84635 11721 6913 713 346 42 n 146 144 54 55 7 59 6 49 41 .460 !, ;t::> 3{;7 494 49'2 6 35011 34544 6Q 461 612 270 1 68 11 24'1 2I z.l 5'1 3 29 44 41 4 .224 ~9-1 224 506 4:818 9'7lJ 137H6 1533'1 1164'll 5634 503 88 103 1-28 90 94 70 56 12 63 2'1 17 H 4 .. ,988 l.:>'l ~24 5· .... 8 49~ 34311 355J3 4655 3i1824 24 412 64 104 133 96 75 366 36 44 64 22 14 36 56 .Z:H 
~: 241 5116 sa.] 141t8 41~jll 23821 1693(1 5180 418 132 
"" 
94 9 143 28 60 6 64 10 32 36 6 .3'57 , 
l 2(l3 5et 503 11532 1307134 40495 ~5'894 745 564 156 'liT 11'8 111 22 277 44 33 66 11 28 34 89 .841 
3Z( 494 488 6;,6 65929 59139 6,"-9'J 13'2 313 28 69 1 54 L'n 14 66 66 4 51 34 .312 
231 499 506 2313'5 27H39 ;,196il 219ilt2·8 94 606 8,5 162 160 164 34 58 611 9 61 27 14 33 83 1.529 
31>9 4~6 491 11911-4 24146 5336 1941'\) 303 89 8u 39 94 1 3'85 30 56 69 27 29 3'1 99 .1.12 
l 231 499 5~5 Z7271 1129'/'1 1588S 2 B61l4 ]499 569 82 1100 119 126 40 2 31 66 6 11 25 14 29 161.182 203 5CJ6 509 '1346 '1~149 ]964 1.2444 34'1 288 55 99 50 3 8'1 34 63 11 11 34 19 29 4 .188 
t 241 5( 9 498 I 863'1 1132·'5 33439 H323 443 819 75 289 226 208 21 72 72 35 9 28 9'1 .441 t 231 5~(j 502 36043 4053'-3 92401 3,12489 44,7 633 19 224 150 111 9 72 72 35 12 28 95 2.055 f~ 3(9 495 495 2'113\): 20UI le·oo 561 349 9 100 51 51 61 66 10 13 62 27 .119 2('3 5i..i 1 5\1',6 2115,1 2'50534 56,199 193521 808 6119 103 1!6'S 118,) 152 I3 73 13 27 11 27 92 '1.266 ---t 312 494 416 
'" 
8-14 2199,1 19(131 a,1911 110 4119 22U 45 39 3 1102 7 3 256 45 3'8 13 11 53 21 2 .21tJ ): 
317 49~ 4'95 :j 6-126 93";:3', 311395 6;lbclO loll 7iH 133 263 124 146 35 14 14 38 19 26 81 .'tOf) 
3(9 496 495 !lI 3'153 73793 3969~ 322i16 1890 575 261 84 59 18 15 53 19 64 6'1 10 74 15 46 26 12 .395 
32( 493 488 24116 lG06i15 16161 24't9'3 245 J,O~ 33,2 122 95 4 141 33 2 14 7'1 17 43 26 2 .lt4} 
32{ 494 49(; 48.129 48'l29 579 405 31 143 58 69 9 75 70 25 .253 
3~,7 494 494 186 442'89 3'8108 2084 4C9~ 533 22'1 7 109 82 38 1,6 n4 64 18 71 1 41 23 .246 
224 5,;7 493 1<138'3 1,'7,8'52 6-171 1011649 1~]2 646 52 248 19'7 5 11" 13 75 2 71 3'8 8 23 3 .496 
309 49~ ~9'l 42'85 57294 13M8 433:;4 342 605 103 1'69 86 1 4'1 8'8 118 55 12 8 1'8 28 17 22 .271 
3t 1 4~4 491 5~805 51)443 13&2 6.26 365 HI 13;f 12 57 12 8 78 58 22 .243 
243 4Ql 488 325~ 54140 20633 32184 13,23 483 129 l7'10 85 21 73 149 6,1 24 80 36 21 20 23 .320 
203 503 506 1231'1 117923 119430 9,8419 8 H9 13 270 192 8 106 82 8,2 42 11 18 7 .5G6 
2U3 5L' 3 5(.4 45 U595 1131·.\ llG 15 119 115 1 30 2 3,1 468, U 72 82 1 64 18 5 .182 
224 505 487 4806 4l!09i7 7515 33(160 522 240 23 III 65 20 20 8'1 62 2'5 83 46 10 17 51 .472 
32, 493 4'8i7 6<).n 950M .1'1,6114 6>1169 227,8 6<79 115 265 lSi 68 44 36 84 84 39 17 16 61 .385 
309 496 492 18'52 283'86 8nz 19669 445 224 65 69 41 32 5 12 414 29 65 84 31 29 16 87 .3lt8 
224 501 494 6849 78639 19S29 5<JOiZ 92 6,19 107 222 184 2 98 6 84 84 36 11 16 2 .348 
3(~1 489 495 3942 91328 Slt9l 4,»171 65 6101 188 272 84 90 6 1 85 85 42 29 15 93 .385 
231 4q9 50,7 20'129 L90763 4<1:92'; 14'8·549 2'89 482 111 119 117 27 48 5'8 15 11 8'5 25 36 15 36 1.07,5 
31.:]Ci 496 489 3445 48244 118..;6 36U31 'dl 304 55 131 J.2 4(; 5 316 38 55 85 43 18 1'5 89 .429 
224 507 495 12137 1 44'8'aI9 422JU 10'l2i15 1484 622 1'29 18S 211 15 19 85 85 30 21 15 16 .63u 
241 50~ 502 7414 14943 2(JC"82 54.852 9 476 133 U6 121 5 M 8,7 73 15 86 33 28 14 8 .420 
224 %2495 1274,7 )41513 235862 lJ27U2 8969 589 169 -121 2'll 59 24 5 86 86 20 29 14 11 1.517 
3u1 4~'1 490 834,1 981J2 13'8'83 84~19 589 48 3'l7 143 71 3 33 8'2 5 86 54 8 14 96 .445 
32e 494 4.81 4121 13263 3>1619 41603 4I 5'8,1 266 131 100 10 13 1 5,1 79 8 86 23 45 14 12 .334 
224 5G4 493 H9~5 23HZ! 2\1139 21l~O54 16,28 437 35 220 126 45 11 81 67 50 8 13 80 1.395 
224 502 4'89 12144 14.175,) 13651 117156 1633,1 609 43 189 115 42 3'5 124 29 83 5 87 3,1 7 13 54 .639 
2\.. 3 se2 5'f: 7 1329,) 14'160'9 255% 1161l1l5 8 518 tll3 181 164 4-1 26 1 8,1 87 35 20 13 61 .121 
224 5<)1 489 15015 13B13 17066 119484 -1,63 647 13 265 23>1 5i7 20 186 68 22 88 41 11 12 74 .554 
~~~~il'~!U~'~~~"~!"'-:d"'.~f';''''>;'!;'';~~);'';<J;'',j''-,';:',r.:., .. <''--;"",,",,,,,"~·"",!,ti;,._£~"'"l'",.",_iloO",,,,,,~,,;,.:_:,,,.~,,,,-.~.~ ... , .. ,,,,,."',"->""«-P"'<"_'L,~",,jN,.,,,,,,,,,,,,:,,,;.....:;.",,:,,,,",;,",,'_""''':''':>''''i1-~ •. "~,=.4),lA.lAc'<'''''''''t:.I~'''-'''''''''''''''''''';'''ti.:..:::Jil!e£~''''"''''''.''"~1;'''':~"""*"H"~~':;"","":;""<r-.~_,.~",_,,I 
r~'4'"f! "U"" 'e·~"'" 
t 
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PAGE 11 
I:I S 
- - - PERtENJIIF lOlAl -
ST 5(1) M,[ d HSNG - - - - Fl00R X lJu - - - - - - LAND IN ACRES - - - - - --AR
EA- -----LANO-- OPEN 
(.TV • Y 0"" UNI).TS T"OiTAl 
Nil'S RIES sp~e Tl'L NRS qES Sf REt VAe SWP SPC IIAT DEV l
in DEV RES NR'E OPN REe FAR 
319 4'92 494 1: , 133'13\0. &.~ l't).;! 1Z9Ul 6,1 55,1 
156 ZH lZ'J 5,1 16 1 29 84 5 98 38 28 12 77 .624 
3::·2 4ctl 505 2'1-52 1,4642: 49-012 2J.lB'8 1282 5i1C 
211 14<) 8'1 45 9 7 41 811 9 ~ 28 43 11 83 .382 
Z24 ')(3 4'18 6456 9'224'6 4'9232 4n41 213 516 
31)5 13 13,7 15 42 83 79 13 90 13 53 Ie 26 .407 
241 51,4 5lt 14936 12~651 228 "'~ 'H)5754 1 619 811 249 Z
Z9 4 55 90 90 40 13 III 6 .528 
3( g 4"A 491 11801) H8'Ou 200 6 3 
z,t 171 ItOI 30 6,1 911 3 II) .2.28 
32·( 4'H 4a9 3e36 58819 269,)8 3~,.9i ) 941 631 IH 285 107 5'1 
12 75 90 90 45 16 Ie 8D .238 
,:-1 483 49'3 6651 lC61,6(j 39445 61269 46 644 15u 211 155 M 1 
90 90 43 23 10 98 .42'1 
~, ~24 S~7 4n 8.J35 tI~9()4 1l.!vS5 1'1432 441 617 
52 3;),1 204 211 34 9,1 9'1 50 8 9 37 .363 
(< 
241 'K'1j 5~r, B182 l/,iJl )6 35858 1245'1,9 299 666 U'7 2811 2
1 8 8 53 91 9'1 42 16 9 13 .6C9 
---
241 5(;5 .f·98 13582 1544.3\1 24328 130035 6'1 69'1 106 28,7 19,1 8 
46 54 92 92 ~2 15 8 15 .556 
24 -1 5,,-'4 4·99 27t.H .. 15CS0 53(\~a H871 2M 5'
82 ~82 73 108 2 44 !.~9 92 92 13 31 8 4 .32'1 
I 32'1~ 49v 4'89 2646 78056 50494 21562 
661 274 219 114 45 8 1 92 92 33 41 8 85 .29'5
0 
2'-'.; '3 5t 2 5(19 H248 H.2513 13511 89056 631 14 
30') 2(10 to 44 92 92 49 12 8 ~8 .401r 
r", 24'1 50,,6 498 &819 110(1691 2'l443 7oJi117 13il 63.1 9
4 1)9;2 143 5 44 152 92 92 30 15 8 10 .3-;'8 
ij 3'( 7 4'<5 49~ 51>'1:12 56102 324 Z8A 9 
27 304 41 48 92 89, 8 .434 
3( ~ 49~ 4(h: 73711 7377'i n4236 6 
24 48 282 49 41 92 75 8 .585 
241 5.,3 JOO IHS9 Zt)i13'48 64H6 141113 1399 789 186 2
25 206 13 51 10~ 92 92 29 24 8 20 .651 
224 S( 6 496 12941 15('9t9 5,,984 998,12 123 543 138 1/)8 1
92 5 41 92 92 31 25 8 11 .696 
" 
241 5(8 491 11"37':' 9845'1 152u'" 8.nZ8 123 686 86 2611 2
11 2 50 1(; 92 92 3'8 12 8 5 .357 
~: 
!-:z:, !l~19 498 5;)0 !;l 
6826 91c96 2535t.:l 1'2;>48 98 ~44 1'~6 911 63 11 12 2
 353 46 51 9'3 26 48 7 48 .6~9 
\,>0 224 5~,6 
493 7155 9SHI 23,223 7112&1 16<} 589 1~6 251 184 10 33 
93 93 44 18 7 23 .394 
0- 3'("7 49.} 494 I 8847 1.2095'5 30'H9 90017 19 6.11 98 35'1 114 35 9 10 93 
93 57 16 7 80 .4S,.. 
3~Jq 4';1 5'lO 1('.8,!,)4 i 16'105 &H99 112931 969 652 16I 245 
1'52 23 27 47 9,3 93 38 25 1 42 .669 
224 5f6 489 134<16 14,1884 21(,18 U4851 9 654 168 246 1
93 5 42 1 93 93 38 26 T 10 .537 
3f!9 495 48'8 "" 1i08·7 29.7'86 18409 U3.17 
221 1,23 4(1 42 15 402 33 64 93 IS. 56 7 98 .3.32 
241 5(;9 499 ::l 8353 ~9839 Z3'lq~ 7,6639 10 648 94 leu 230 5 39 
9~ 93 43 1'1 7 12 .38(' 
22'4 Sf,6 495 !II 215,2<1 253706 562'58 195417 1911 646 95 294 2'14 16 28 
93 93 46 15 7 36 .961 
31'.7 4g0 49'2 ,ii:33'4 13125& 3235& ,11148&& 34 
632 82 249 1M 3t 6 111)4 94 94 39 13 6 84 .529 
241 5c1 563 2(4~1 242425 52516 189<134 775 622 
122 2'78 180 7 33 1 94 94 45 20 6 18 
.951 
[" 24i Sf,6 500 17984 1908811 22288 161945 6lt8 665
 83 292 251 8 32 94 94 44 12 6 20 .1"" 
" , 3, ~ 49? 4R,7 1172 1298'~9 52431 1i67'87 675 633 1 H 295 123 15 22 
4 2 910 94 41 27 6 40 .5el 
I 241 507 500 21548 ~4353(· 20498 222931 101 M4 64 lItO
 218 7 34 94 '14 51 10 6 17 .899, 
241 ,\,6 501 15561 114U36 32443 14,1'492 10 .. 
60'1 83 214 208 8 28 94 94 46 14 6 22 .701 
224 5t'\5 489 14513 124851 15469 108644 738 
5a3 59 302 185 14 22 94 94 52 10 6 40 • 5
2'It 
224 506 494 16814 188698 36444 152254 66& 
80 327 220 2 30 95 95 50 12 5. 8 .69Y 
3f1 4Ch; 49C 6656 105243 38,1.J2 6'J05" 90 H5 153
 29u 167 30 5 95 95 ~5 24 5 86 .396 
224 5';4 494 2'3558 24125,1 45460 192621 3'176 546 
95 24,1 116 3 22 3 95 95 45 17 5 13 1.1165 
JOe.; 491 4'19 1:13811 110949 60e2l 1185U6 422 613 1'8'5 2
28 lU 18 10 31i 95 95 37 30 5 64 .'1.,3 
224 5,).1 496 15318 I 16"&U 401955 13'5056 49 643 89 2
88 232 8 25 1 95 95 45 14 5 25 .663 
30:9 491 49;> 5314 81476 23478 56668 1330 625 
222 156 124 7 23 93 95 95 25 36 5 22 .3
,11t 
316 49C 5uZ 6811 184463 113826 7C182 4;5 un 2,67 195 112 2:1 n 4 3'1 
90 5 95 32 44 5 65 .133 
224 505 49'1 14113 1480(12 189411 128954 108 623 62 30a 2
02 8 24 19 95 95 49 10 5 25 .575 
301 491 496 4985 90816 39484 5ill;, 156 61~
 16U 287 130 22 6 6 31 90 6 95 n 26' 5 8(1 .358 
3L 7 ,"9 492 8,183 g4514 1254S 81952 14 6
38 56 3,75 112 28 6 2 '15 95 59 9 5 83 .35'1 
32G 493 486 18;>3 64&0 45550 18"94l'~ ll3 5
65 252 81 H9 20 8 25 95 95 1" 45 5 11 .216 
224 506 492 13213 145861 IM,,7 129~60 636 
42 36,1 2M 7 16 1 96 96 51' 7 4 30 .546 
203 5t.)3 5tH lanl 115933 299'~~ 85983 552 102 2"9 117 
2 22 96 96 ~5 18 4 9 .;Q4 
224 5.)3 49') t4225 i5;>51l2 207'10 13~661 45 622 51 321 2
H 18 7 96 96 53 9 It 71 .586 
32C 4n 488 6141 9bbq5 2&5n 69<>85 423 612 132 34
5 1'09 5 18 2 96 96 56 22 4 23 .H7 
309 4-q6 4'3 40bO 109M9 5'J5'~6 43184 68&9 585 
284 194 67 13 8 19 119 80 17 96 33 49 It 63 .446 
31'1 491 4~" 385~ &241..12 21QJb· 41:;336 160 587 
115 ]01 139 8 1'1 5 27 9'1 4 96 5,1 20 It 29 .255 
2<4 5,'5 490 1~32ol 18,207,8 2:351 .... J. 5838,8 lAC 
636 65 339 Z08 13 10 96 96 53 10 4 55 .68'
2 
>'~,. ,~, ".
', . -" 







~I PEROEfi'r DEVlItOPBD 1970 ,~IIN~ US'E F Il E PAGE 12 
;;3 
- - -PERCENf OF 110~Al -ww 5T S(~ Mil "' .. ~SNG - - - - FLOO~ X 11)(1 - - - - - - LAND I'N AI)RlES - - - - - --AR'EA- -----LAND--- OPEN 
.. '" cry X y 0", IINiTS I'IHA'l NRS RIE:S SPEC flit NRS RES S,T R'Et VAt SWP SPC WAT !lEV WU OEV RES NR,E OPN REC FAR 
1"9 4'9,s 4911 ~H5 62551 1-i1833 42·64':' 1,8 287 6.J l2'1 85 12 1 405 ItO 59 96 ItS 21 4 99 .523 
2~1 Sl~" s,a 11<;1,49 ~U-l148 l62:12 .a.1"5:HS 9'1 609 9a 286 203 4 17 97 97 41 16 3 20 .789 
203 5'ti2 5-68 11224 'l7254'} 3<1321; 14el216 4 58610" 251 213 1 15 'H '1'7 44 11 3 9 .695 
H6 4'8<} 502 7556 ll19'~5 446506 17232 61 62l H'I 332 t53 9 8 97 97 53 19 3 52 .4&4 
He 4n, 504 63'54 U5496 43945 69822 1129 593 97 328 Ilt7 10 6 It 9,1 97 55 16 :> 63 .46u 
~'i:·7 491 495 0534 92i113 25694 66951 22 529 lU9 285 H6 6 12 63 86 11 97 54 21 3 31 .~11 ),;. 7 495 4n 318'~7 306'19 127,8 263 2'17 23 9 14 320 'olt 55 97 82 3 .~88 
224 5'0'6 490 i522'ij 11'8'258 243'iJ8 153831> 34 614 58 350 190 8 7 'Iii 97 57 9 3 55 .684 
224 51.15 494 15525 21:6\l9'4 69i7'51 1472816 511 634 155 210 18,7 9 13 97 'Iii 1t3 24 3 39 .8,110 
3":"9 498 .. 99 390)2 ~5696 13427 40250 20 1l!Q 3'l3 163 105 29 5 
" 
7 429 41 58 97 34 ~2 3 56 .·42'-l 
316 4as %4 ~ 9851 2196j'2 1185 89 1~il819 224 621 241 ~94 11'0 ~6 3 1 15 95 2 97 3'1 38 3 83 .829 
~ 22'4 51~2 490 r:w 190u4 2039'14 23'5·19 U~,38~ 6 640 53 160 204 12 10 91 97 56 8 3 54 .758 
<,z? 3,0'9 49,7 49(· 3 4435 73576 27165 46l5d 153 558 28'1 135 18 3 13 47 6" 88 til 97 2" SO 3 20 .3,12 2'tl 5,)3 499 ~ 9'131 ,141339 182.H 69,)55 71 ~2T 152 112 2I2 2 16 134 97 97 18 24 3 12 .55.~ 
22~ 507 490 ~ 15505 172382 265')Y 1451763 29 633 68 353 f99 4 9 98 98 56 11 2 31 ...... .;8 
241 5,2 5d2 686.1 718,15 222'05 555711 563 355 122 7't 12 6 97 1 98 ZZ 63 2 .324 
?41 5)5 501 :l l'4898 227966 283~6 199660 5'81 77 307 188 1 8 98 98 53 13 2 1<> .915 
32~ 491 487 'ill 44911 58418 } 25114 45859 45 581 60 3911 122 1 8 98 98' 61 10 2 7 .234 
H9 497 489 4007 83'816 4-13')ll 42145 4311 5,1,8 3'42 121 94 4 8 9 72 81 11 98 21 59 2 30 .340 
224 5,15 492 18865 2245'53 10663 193'896 4 649 18 359 200 1 12 98 98 55 12 2 '0 .809 
li q 498 492 4889 4210 679 41" 302 10 6 95 HO 10 29 98 13 2 .028 
3t?-9 498 498 H~ 553'50 460'32 8~86 932 401 295 39 63 3 3 4 366 52 41 98 1'0 73 2 52 .n7 
3"9 'foa 4'94 2441 6<143,1 28(.12 33'29G 69 589 435 63 67 6 6 11 1.5 96 2 98, 11 H 2 49 .2" 
224 5116 491} 148'63 1721094 12499 159986 9 66C/ 1t6 391 2'10 2 8 98 98 60 1 2 22 .6110 
3 ..... 7 489 494 7241 880'19 150'1~ 72930 7·'0 648 11(H 38 Z 152 9 3 98 98 59 16 2 77 .3118 
241 5'''! 4'}8 1'r:·3911 11986,1 246." 95256 5 659 67 342 238 Z 11 98 98 52 10 2 16 .426 
H6 4tH 'i1)'3 4al8 11153'5 bB23 5uIIZ2 90 5&5 167 2t9 fli4 5 99 99 39 30 1 7 .457 
31,6 4'87 5rJ4 7113 117214 32184 8,lTZ6 2764 627 127 309 U5 4 3 99 99 49 20 1 11 .43-2 
241 'iu3 S,'H 14824 1,6,-:;3311 1t131l2 118942 87 715 t26 254 188 8 140 99 99 3'5 18 1 100 .521 
307 48q 494 6304 891 '99 23'121 65588 484 638 1~8 329 t47 8 1 45 99 99 52 17 1 85 .326 
13~ 75 
203 5<11 507 2225,1 2U098 492'54 1 M'o,19 '025 766 US 114 186 277 14 62 ,.62 23 15 38 95 1.022 
231 ';-!1'1 493 83(2 119583 5R'54 62O't4 4,85 306 lei 3,7 17 6 84 177 32 55 70 12 33 30 6 1.214 
307 492 490 1071 85M4 73612 12002 641 332 18 81t 112 20 5,1 4 50 66 7 72 6 52 28 61 .429 
224 5( 1 495 12759 22~914 15222'8 69457 229 '0'09 141 67 12C 3:7 18 163 55 27 74 1'5 33 26 32 1.523 
2" 3 sn2 5115 !17)1 2'53762 73294 18,.,)33 435 654 tM 1,43 184 84 82 9 H 1 75 22 25 25 50 1.t94 
2<13 ~"O 5~ ~2ql!7 256984 15562 UI>SOO 4622 603 174 III 171 60 83 2 35 72 5 7,6 19 29 24 1t2 1.~83 
li'~ 7 4'94 493 ~ bh'l 7281" 65823 6912 75 68'7 371 24 HII 35 t26 5 16 16 3 55 24 22 .3-1'8 3u7 4~~ 491 I 1629 8594U b'/Z53 16410 277 662 333 39 U .. 1 92 61 1 71 17 6 50 23 .. 388 231 5(;1 51n 26855 276043 46lH"S 229'1'39 226 36" 66 il2 8'0 24 59 504 32 58 71 36 18 23 29 2.l58 231 499 504 Lb7Bl 327,153 369;) j n4715 15'035 "74 50 169 144 90 le4 7 5'1 10 10 78 36 11 22 87 2.033 3~19 4'5 494 !'3 MHO 58993 130 2ea,1 543 333 1 11 99 21 11 109 65 17 78 61 22 .332 
231 4q9 5112 ~ J57:>b >,61497 90S!1' Z 1'lJ9t.:iiJ Bt 44' 82 137 133 93 1 8 n 2 J!1. 31 18 21 99 2.393 307 4911 4?4 
'" 
11(1055 161605 5q2f~j liJ'2'25'O 90 627 153 262 91 H6 5 34 71 5 81l' 42 2'0 19 96 .133 
23·1 4qq 503 i5 2;. 322 32Q591 145181 175360 50 475 13u 128 11'1 17 10 2(' 18 4 8,2 21 21 18 89 1.895 
241 %5 503 ~ lU75 '05]4 1li8 H18 38 79 33 16 15 13 239 20 15 82 20 42 18 It .16-1 224 'iU2 493 8679 124;'630 61643 5'Rel52 3035 634 2'68 '18 ~61 64 43 IV 82 2 83 ~6 42 17 60 .543 
2'24 %2491 103'4 1423'84 8'~ 742 53345 297 416 21)5 63 128 20 59 169 62 26 83 13 '03 17 25 .82'0 
231 ~Oil .. 95 3'96 72.2Q41t 7U92119 1H84 1048 421 221 7 108 25 '0" 10 3113 '08 42 83 2 53 17 33 '>.703 
231 "rjU 'jj~3 nq55 411125 1283% 282485 250 679 145 221> 194 32 82 16 8'1 2 83 33 21 17 28 1.61(1 
211 4Qq 501 43115 llCG373 b1n3 4)'829) 36,1 462 4:7 ~94 142 57 23 1 83 83 1t2 1,0 17 71 2.998 
l.~_,_~~_ ,_, . 
~""~h:~;;MH!~cJt,;;'""'~;"~"ill,~,".!.".~,.i,;".c~il<..:"":t:~,,o=,,-.,,,,,,.-.'_ •. ,",H.'ri"~."oi;"'."",-.,",=,,,, ... ;,,".,,,,,-,,,","~"."~'''~'"'''~'''~V'''>''''''~ ,.,,,,,~,,-,,,~_._'_'''<' .• _,_",~,,",,,-•• ,,_;,-,,_.~,:,,,~,,,,,,,,,,','--,/ •. ,,,."'_;~~,"~"'"-""""-:"""._~"W_'-'""~"-'~""'"'''"'''~'''' ... '':'''';''l.,Ct,o;,;;'''';~''-~ili~'';';'''>'',",''''''LA.~·~ .... ~_!.",.,~"'.H-....... o;U."<""<c·".".-',:.;.'''''''''".,, ........ ~;;.~ 
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SH 496 ~~! ::~ :~ 
502 4'16 
49~ 497 
5C4 49!L A 
5C2 494 ~ 
5('3 49& is 
5il2 4'1<1 t: 




















































































































































3'8'635 11'8119 J 
121416 9,1142 






























5035 ..... 4 3'b452l 
373?1 77:6'8,;, 






















































- - LAND I'N ACRES - - - - -
HL '1o.S RES ST P'EC VAC SliP SPC IIU 
55? 66 243 159 
444 249 6'1 10 
i73 135 6 
615 Ul9 <: 23 194 
685 3~u 24 210 
5,8" 91; 269 15,1 
211 105 56 18 
653 89 283 210 
544 216 14'1 116 
684 136 2'311 2]i1 
594 1"'1 2U6 115 
241 41 12~ 43 
3:79 164 11 ~04 
68" 13" 25q 229 
416 233 10i1 91 
644 234 18',1 161 
625 86 281 204 
649 264 162 no 
681 243 195 188 
502 144 155 165 
63(; 2&2 811 132 
5'58 358 3,1 94 
53~ 75 46 9'1 
619 137 326 11'1 
6,19 66 329 183 
645 11,8 232181 
621 1'85 111 22'1 
612 125 213 1'15 
63C 210 144 HI. 
&,14 160 23,1 24I 
~31 3(!1 ~o 12'1 
643 3t6 126 HCJ 
517 122 228 194 
653 211 227 151 
590 152 271 128 
517 308 Ll9 121 
541 1(11 254 129 
515 55 294 199 
581 134 219 1,2'1 
645 15& 247 2U 
588 295 53 7.0" 
621 174 259 162 
1,00 353 13" 119 
643 224 244 134 
6110 74 3'16 1M 
547 314 80 130 
639 ~O I 3li4 201 
643 159 254 200 
639 2rd lQry 21& 
5&6 81 227 130 
557 285 125 114 











































































































































PERCENT OF TOTAL -
--AREA- ------LAND----- OPEN 





















































85 45 12 
9 85 14 56 
68 85 78 
86 31 18 
2 88 4 54 
12 88 4& 15 
44 88 21 39 
89 43 14 
89 27 40 
89 34 2U 
89 35 25 
50 89 52 19 
n Vci 19 43 
90 38 1'9 
15 90 21 49 
1 91 29 3& 
9,1 45 14 
92 25 It1 
9'2 28 35 
14 92 3'1 29 
4 92 13 42 
1;12 6 64 
9 93 9 lit 
93 48 20 
93 53 11 
93 3& 28 
94 29 30 
94 35 20 
1 94 23 it3 
94 34 24 
1 94 13 57 
4 94 20 48 
94 39 21 
94 35 33 
95 47 26 
95 21 53 
95 46 19 
95 5,1 10 
95 48 23 
95 38 24 
95 9 5C 
95 41 28 
95 19 50 
95 38 35 
96 53 12 
96 15 57 
96 48 16 
96 39 25 
9& 30 32 
96 40 15 
8 96 22 51 
91 38 11 
15 96 1.211 
15 59 .546 
15 .296 
14 64 1.545 
12 4 .845 
12 19 1.952 
12 59 .921 
11 64 .13,1 
11 31 2.342 
11 21 .850 
11 66 1.355 
11 8'3 .~91 
10 12 1.9;>5 
11) 68 1.38& 
10 51 2.096 
9 61 .,887 
9 10 .8-13 
8 17 .841 
8 12 .88& 
8 821.-0 
8 54 • ,.&8 
8 16 .502 
7 3& .5Jl 
1 &1 .116 
7 14 .719 
7 3' .921 
6 36 .96,1 
6 31 .897 
& 29 .183 
6 1t1 .8~5 
6 9 1.861 
6 46 .13& 
6 69 1.332 
6 23 .678 
5 30 .U8 
5 48 .383 
5 7·8 .695 
5 49 .M1 
5 47 .546 
5 13 .992 
5 20 2.829 
5 5 .948 
5 46 1.039 
5 33 1.042 
.. 7 .8112 
4 8 1.719 
" It1 .855 
4 24 1.122 
4 59 3.282 
4 32 .492 
4 7J .513 
3 46 .633 
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~ , 5 
i ~!2l EXBIBl'r4 htl~ I, .~:-~-hD "1:1 TOTALFIlOOR SPACK 19,1~ UNO US,E filE P'AGE 1 :I~ § .. il - - - P,ERCENT OF HIlAl -! . ,~ST SQ '''I HSNG - - - - fl'10~ l( 11)0 - - - - LAND IN' ACRES - - - - - --AREA- ----lAND--- OPEN X Y .. ., tlN>lTS "BiT AlL NR'S R'!:S SPE'C Tn NR:S RES S~ REe VAC 5liP SPC IIA,T DEV IIA~ OEV RES NRE O~N REt FAR ' eTY 0<> &3 
224 503 4,S8 5 27 12 lZ 3 404 3 94 45 55 8i .000 ,._--
224 5C2 488 2'1 10 11 844 1 98 48 52 .OuO 
224 5(;4 488 39 U 26 590 2 94 33 67 .O~\i 
21)3 snb 508 463 100 .GOO 
224 5ea 489 1 1 N~ li10 100 .coc 
243 49'8 47,8 1 44 4.) 
" 
42 ,19 13 3 8 507 6 92 82 3'1 45 18 .G03 
24-3 503 .'86 ~5 45 2 2 625 ~OO 13 13 87 1CO .361.; 
24) 499 47-9 12 124 124 23 
" 
19 310 1 93 16 16 84 .016 
203 5G~ 505 53 46b 30 45b 74 23 4 6 1 38 419 7 85 46 6 32 54 4 .033 ---
312 496 475 63 ,lt056 262 794 143 3 5 11 125 489 1 77 6 4 2 94 8 .294 
31)9 499 493 1624 1284 340 105 54 50 537 8 84 52 52 48 99 .069 
302 498 505 126 21122 568 1454 122 4 9 26 51 32 468 7 79 32 7 3 68 62 .119 
224 51:4 487 539 29;H 5l 2847 28 1 H 5 8 418 4 'lit 11 52 2 29 .3lt1J 
3112 495 4,7,0 411 8U5 3954 4209 12 H7 277 24 13 2 195 6-l 38 99 8 87 1 .,U60 
30Q 499 49,1 8"501 8"50 72 3 69 5it7 12 88 100 .269 
203 505 508 U'Jl U2I'1 42'8 -;'651 126 H8 8 51 3'3 1 25 899 9 88 "8 43 7 22 5 .256 
224 501 492 '116945 16945 111 110 :1 506 18 82 100 99 .350 
3(~2 498 5o" 1~f)2 17&3'8 6257 IH64 17 1-87 37 8~ 24 29 10 1 567 20 75 79 "6 20 21 7it .21,2 
309 4'19 494 18990 138.1u 5160 280 252 4 Zit 162 "0 56 9'1 90 9 100 .110 ~ 3.12 495 415 910 2Is'5 ll! 5'8N 9820 "01-2 3:13 }6" 107 25 2 5'1 24 224 5" 37 86 29 44 1" 4 .147 
u-I 2Z4 5n 490 2127 24229 1598 U63,1 177 12 47 48 56 13 19'1 29 52 61 26 7 39 8'1 .518 
-C:. 309 499 496 ,1 26632 26669 13 1"3 11'8 1'4 11 3~4 25 73 92 82 8 .46,3 
302 4'18503 '.l!41'1 28525 12273 14965 128i1 291 75 95 52 4.1 21 1 468 29 62 77 33 26 23 60 .293 
243 499 490 740 3243-7 25625 6812 113 41 17 20 28 407 16 7'8 75 15 42 25 .88'2 
224 50I 49'1 10,22 358J6 311556 52'50 189 123 3 9 5,3 505 26 73 95 65 5 .4-58 
309 498 50:! 2674 43611 15fl8" 28'524 242 U5 8,3 24 }8 1 3n 35 62 92 34 its 8 95 .450 
302 4qa 502 b;J4 54266 4,7154 67,84 5-28 310 184 5,7 29 46 2 40)1 38 56 85 18 58 15 .It-Sq 
3,,9 5('0 494 675."" 67500 U5 165 3>70 31 69 100 .940 
309 499 495 5'18 '8436-1 1'19]4 11560 867 231 1'85 11 25 1 7 3 "Zl 3" 65 9~ 5 80 3 10 .869 
3,12 495 Ion 3450 8i761.1 5'15,15 35810 226 410 175 15,7 73 2 2 1 196 6:7 3'2 99 38 43 1 '13 .495 
3C VJ 
3li2 495 50,1 458 2:1 43'1- 86 4 16 4 96 .0011 
3-12 IOn it74 5"6 11 535 5 99 1 tOO .0ilO 
]02 493 497 667 1 655- 12 2 2 98 .ODL 
302 493 498 662 0 634- 20 lD 4 2 4 1 96 .ouo 
224 509 495 5 819 27 758- 33 n 3 8 3 97 96 .000 
224 509 490 234 6 228 261l 1 53 3 97 lCO .LlOL ---
Z24 509 493 § 395 395- 124 2" 100 100 .000 
3-12 491 474 S 614 94 520 1"0 1011 .000 H~ !i'a 4.72 ~ 6~1 911 Sib) 10'2 14 100 .000 243 496 482 1 --24'-"-- -_., g 504 50 36 341 78 1162 13 Z" 17 10 8:1 8'1 .001 224 509 494 
.a 
62 62 }08 7 100 59'1 1 85 7 93 tOO .()119 
243 500 48:1 11 120 16 l!U4 64 8 
" 
4 6 43 6 ... 7 2 91 25 6 13 75 12 .on 
243 4~5 485 ~ " HO n 78 83'1 548 12 25 246 53 66 6 70 1 66 30 .0011 3'20 495 488 II 2·u'7 68 13'l 61 7 1 14 39 41'>9 1 89 13 2 U 81 .060 
224 509 491 .e; 34 2211 220 417 1'25 lit "5 233 89 89 3D 11 100 .001 
3'12 4974n 263 2J3 6t 681 In ... 479 24 20 29 3 30 26 71i 100 .OO) 
3G2 49" 497 l4 269 93 116 49q 5 1 loa 9 41'8 6 6~ 13 12 14 1 86 .009 
243 502 486 210 21iU 18 1 1 16 530 97 8 5 92 100 •• 3'1 
243 5112 487 14 291) 83 2J1 108 5 1 5 74 23 368 2 7,8 1'0 1 4 90 16 .06:) 
---
~i _'-';_ i_c', --,' . 
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1910 LAND USE f1iLE 
REPRODUCIB[LITY OF THE 























X Y 01> 
HSNG - - - - FLIlIlR X 100 -
~N'I TS Tl!lTt;L NRS RE~ 
- - - PERCENT OFJOlAL - - -
- - - - - LAND liN ACRES - - - - - --AREA- -----LhD--- OPEN 
S'PEC Tl't NilS RES S,T REt VAt SliP SPCIIAT DEV WAT OEV RES NP,E OPN REt FAR 
203 505 5~9 IB 3~O 43 U5 3Z 3,7 1 1 84 440 84 2 1 98 100 .328 
243 49~ 4B'2 H2 3'11 3u,7 3~5 16 1 H 264 13 13 2 5 B7 .OH 
312 496 47,~ 34 3'53 R 3"5 H7 40 10 6H 15 7 7 6 93 .016 
309 494 498 19 367 12B 239 440 6 2 44 5 3it 13 165 11 27 i5 1 1 85 .013 
24,3 5Vl 483 45 3'9116 38,1 92 22 4 3 2<1 43 474 5 84 3,1 4 23 69 33 .032 
241 509 48~ 85 468 4&8 26'1 12 15 240 158 3 31 5 5 95 6 .088 
224 5()9 492 11 "89 489 3,],4 2" 92 2 21" 71.1 63 1,6 1'5 1 25 98 .00" 
23~ 508 507 4,1 49'1 4'111 1116 2 430 4 96 100 89 .Ci65 
312 495 41'0 3 7,<10 12 3a 65U 5158 1 15 132 91 3'19 8 59 1 60 40 .ClL5 
24'1 5e9 506 24 735 44 69'1 29 1 16 13 H8 8 92 100 53 4 .057 
3'l2 492 413 39 832 12 820 67,8 1 18 9 76 276 292 158 39 19, 48 '3 1 52 .006 
243 497 417 1\12 8"8 1~9 139 20'2 4 25 11 162 241 9 54 20 13 2 80 .049 
3'20 487 48t 84 '129 3J 848 48 51,2 ,1 10,2 [0 269 183 7 21 21 18 79 59 .0'18 
Y 243 495 480 29 992 898 94 24881 11 5 15~ 334 11 51 39 5 33 6,1 .,024 
<...i' 243 496 "8e, 2451GJ.) <131 863 595 11 1;)4 78 403 32 32 11 2 6~ .,012 
V' 312 493 414 21 1114 116 338 246 15 19 4 124 84 3'18 1 56 15 8 6 85 .068 
320 494 489 IH3 1143 593 IC6 38 191 25,1 24 24 18 76 .Ci'18 
243 4'16 419 79 12"3 lO~ 1103 634 8 66 157 404 36 3610 1 64 .012 
243 495 479 <133 I'205 285 900 21) 491 225 46 15 7 198 38'1 33 "58 9 46 42 3 .0'1;) 
243 496 48'3 118 126,1 56 119.1 14 621 38 24 12 236 251 133 18 18 21 4 6 19 48 .022 
243 496 48,1 <149 n'~5 237 97'6 172 loll 16 ~O 15 12'1 200 69 28 13 32 13 3 68 3'8 .Cl21 
30,2 494 499 42 1440 'I'll 52'1 467 28 1 99 4~ 281 5 156 22 25 30 1 6 70 .~24 
3,1,2 4911 4n fa 40 1536 571 5U
'
l 464 55'1 2 1 4 26 18, 431 5 40 2 7 2 98 5 .3H 
243 499 480 I 190 '1596 89 14U 97 232 1 22 3'1 8 164 223 13 49 26 10 74 5 .060 
312 494 474' 93 1598 423 1160 1<1 5112 81 '>5 251~~ 190 69 69 9 11 31 .on 
243 499 485 60 1599 11 15<11 71 506 124 2'3 92 34 76 157 1,8 18 5 25 22 n .COg 
243 49,8 484 I> 11 18]'1 13 1765 33 642 56 41 4,3 315 121 22 22 6 9 78 15 .031> 
301 486 4'10!l 1211892 4Q9 1441 36 592 1 50 11 384 140 1 H 12 8 88 13 .064 
3'12 499 411'" 131 19111 4<;)6 1495 523 6 108 30 380 21 21 21 1 73 .00 
3'12 491 413! 1 1'12:1 nolo 2<1 203 604 lC15 2 16 6 8,7 221 166 33 45 5 '>8 11 52 2 .015 
24'1 509 489.. H6 2030 2030 155 42 4 109 6,15 6 81 30 21 70 .10!! 
H2 495 Ion'" 18 21146 1866 UO 630 6,1 2S 16 319 122 28 2'1 21 4 1" 19 .036 
243 4'15 486 35 2179 1994 185 49~ 15 8 7,8 396 20 20 2 3 80 .,050 
312 4'13 413 185 223'1 238 199a 540 3 311 11 298 197 19 7 13 8 6 1 9'2 .112 
3'12 498 472 02 22.34 116 1458 616 19 88 28 117 302 22 22 14 3 1,8 37 .038 
243 497 48<1 269 2264 26 2238 3'79 2 62 2'1 29ft 22 22 16 18 .061 
243 497 483 15 2438 ~ .. :;a 965 564 21 198 182 II;. 60 1 M 5:8 39 52 .010 
312 494) 412 69 2594 Hl~ 85'1 23 634 8-1 18 22 235 239 39 64 23 9 25 3 13 15 .0iH 
309 496 497 261'8 2678 58" 17(, 2 20 151 225 19 36 36 29 64 .030 








2(;3 506 506 104 3029 2166 249 14 53 3:1 2 4 1 13 2 511 1 9'1 75 5 59 25 4 .115 j 
313 499 410 177 32116 101 2199 543 18 46'1 25 28, 11 93 93 85 3 1 .0'ls1 
243 49~ 48~ 423 3211 434 27'81 6 13'1 168 38 21 214 108182 56 56 5 23 44 66 .0'18 j 
243 495 484 19 3388 3'3"4 34 4'68 217 316 224 7 218 34 32 50 1 41 50 .033 j 
2C3 5(}3 51)3 2 36,JU 36JO 3<14 3,14 2,85 52 48 100 100 .026 j 
243 496 484 3'5,1 382'8 706 3:1;),7 15 7'0~ 11 11 8i 3'10 229 62 22 8 24 10 2 76 51 .052 ~ 
320 493 489 9'3 3839 2,89'1 9,,8 633 65 8 2:1 3 25 SIG 15 15 1 1(; 85 1 .093 'ij 
23C 509 569 3'19 4113 25" 3660 203 5'88 8 392 48 18 95 24 4 12'1 64 11 11 6'1 1 23 13 .021 j 
3,12 497 470 262 4316 illt 3,200 634 8 5,1 26 544 14 14 '1 1 86 .llol 
II 312 4'J7 473 337 436<7 123 4244 6],8 9.2 51 117 1 411 35 21 5 22 14 '8 22 .061 j 
! 320 486 480 4(1i 48<17 656 4'161 133 2 41)'2 46 283 M 6<l 55 39 .02, l ! 312 497. 415 4843 4843 695 162 8 8 511 1 98 1 99 23 1 .016; 
! 312 4B8 480 341 4926 415 3'605 906 74819 2H 32 119 344 20 38 3'8 29 3 62 26 .040 j 
$ ~ 
~~-::"~ . 
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1 8 '!12! EXBIBrr 4 ! :tt ~ . -~---
!:~ ~ .1 'IOTALEOOOR SPACE t97~ L~~9 IJSE FIlL E PAGE 3 § c;:l ~ S. . - - - PERCrENIT Of lamAl -
. 'l;ij ST se MI ill!:! HSNG - - - - FUIUP X KJ - - - - LAND IINA~R'ES ~ - - - - --AWEA- -----LAND----- OPEN 
~ /;;1 tTY X V 6 ~ IlNns T'IJ,TAl •• RS RIES SPE'C HL NR'S RES Sf PEe VAe SWP SPC WAT DEV WAT DEV RES NPIE OPN REt fAR 
243 497 484 5,29 ,[38 74. 429·) ij 412 25 81) 25 11 271 32 32 19 6 68 4 .089 ---
3'12 4Q'· 471 339 53.26 1568 3118 4" 666 1,4 l!43 61 317 125 34 34 21 2 66 .,055 
3(9 4'?6 5\:.10 153 543'1 34P.8 '19'2" 23 606 l·b 6 3'1 11 465 9 21 20 4 211 1 13 80 .1(;1 
312 497 474 452 5543 953 459(; 35(, 21 65 25 88 Hi'! 281 18 45 32 19 6 68 .114 
241 5,,9 488 998 5632 51125 507 194 90 14 12 18 11 39 27 53 46 47 H .125 
243 5(;(' 462 458 5728 2113 3304 311 609 3'6 26 22 492 3,1 247 111 29 1'4 5 6 86 94 .154 
{ 3UI 48·" 49,1 434 5852 1139 4H3 l~O 666 47 H.u 44 374 12 29 42 42 24 7 5e 97 .,048 • 
32C 4117 4a,1 334 5875 2.0tl~ 3791) 3.14 • 220 26 87 28 3 69 69 59 2 31 75 .052 ---
243 497 rt l!8 '2 6{.b..: 47u2 1258 l~':' 6066 4l!u 39 42 4 171 7·4 74 6 62 26 2 .028 
31-2 49C 473 4s.! 6rl23 13114 47,66 23 6"4 ,3 un 44 33U 120 48 48 17 4 52 1 .,048 
243 49.8 479 295 6155 34(>3 2'61G 142 521 25 68 34 l:8u 21}4 90 21 15 24 13 5 76 46 .112 
f 312 491 47111 "3'1 6486 16B 4861 '1'4 675 18 182 44 100 304 11 15 1 38 38 27 3 62 24 .05i7 309 493 495 6641) &6'40 581 49 11 1 524 2 10 '1(; 8 90 .247 
~ 2'43 498 48't,i 594 7274 1654 56211 733 84 112 119 6 412 43 43 15 11 57 1 .fJ53 3(! 7 4·86 492 565 7313 1152'1 5666 126 137 2'4 232 43 295 8'3 M 49 49 31 3 H 18 .041 
243 491 '<81l 672 73r71 59 73'18 571 3 95 128 346 39 39 17 61 .075 
2(13 5(,4 5,~q 548 7403 3195 3605 520 7 32 85 311 24 249 16 32 24 6 1 76 94 .l3i1 
3,12 4'14 415 426 140T 2628 46r19 1,')11 6,79 46 101 59 17 40:7 43 7,6 34 10 38 16 7 62 4 .066 
3t19 495 5(1~ f;l 430 7411 26% 4165 62 5;,8 25 9'8 23 3 }8 338 2 118 24 19 29 19 5 71 1 .U5 
j' 224 5(18 489 .~ 933 7539 733 611:50 656 146 8 33 21 24 60 4H H 74 42 22 6 58 29 .279 b- 3(7 4.86 499 M3 7564 998 6556 l~ 558 24 136 56 175 5'8 1 ... 9 58 58 24 4 42 75 .\)53 3'20 486 48rl 5·51 1603 191'1 !i692 105 15 3<\6 36 293 16 58 58 <\9 2 42 .(J4l ~ 312 492 476 .. 522 761'9 2224 5350 45 645 ~26 7,6 8il }BII 46 128 65 65 12 20 35 .G42 3r7 41th 496 a 533 7656 174'1 55()·7 408 655 1" 199 6031'l 11 42 42 311 2 58 97 .064 1'- 24.3 496 41·8 ! 589 7862 358~ 4236 46 557 57 95 60 22 322 71 34 11 38 17 10 ';2 7 .085 312 496 47l) 4»3 7895 18:'6 50'26 1063 750 zq U5 36 450 93 27 28 28 15 It 72 .08'1 312 494 473 670 8326 821 7'145 36\1 6<17 15 112 32 38'1 ,Jl6 62 36 36 18 2 64 .08:7 
243 496 486 523 8383 2619 5603 1il'1 521 22 77 108 16 276 23 44 44 15 4 56 5 .084 
312 495 483 138 86:88 6-';~'1 l!421 509 341 1)9 16 13'1 2 181 55 26 74 4 67 26 .0511 
3IZ 492 41'8 317 84,,0 3748 3531 1115 642 49 85 1·2rl 1'08 2118 83 83 13 8 17 .0,36 
316 4H6 5C2 7J3 8;08 1173 7235 100 64,7 8 2'10 63 292 54 2[' 46 46 32 1 54 84 .065 ---
i 3IZ 498 4'13 523 8~'l5 2155 5'14.0 10 1,04196 9-4 44 3114 50 I 5 48 48 13 28 52 86 .059 , , 307 486 493 659 9306 2081) 7113 113 b83 19 2'}6 7,8 305 65 46 46 32 3 54 82 .D68 f 312 496 481l 753 9346 1213 1930 N3 665 16 <\~6100 1 72 89 89 72 2 11 2 .036 
t 3G2 494 502 600 93911 3335 6062 4,12 '<5 no 39 238 50 50 36 5 50 .092 
312 496 474 755 9496 18'll 7599 86 5'85 35 Hi 63 259 57 1 39 43 6 46 29' 6 54 .G81l 
i~ 243 497 479 198 9556 1124 842& 12 563 18 180 137 3 225 60 60 32 3 40 1 .065 
r 512 496 472 557 99,1'5 2921 6984 10 1'>55 H 32 26 }l60 323 39 26 26 5 11 74 .132 
t 3(;1 48~ 495 614 992;1 255,2 62'15 116~ 597 39 111 64 196 106 2'1 5 49 1 49 29 7 51 65 .077 
320 488 4811 799 ltlD~ 613 9.3'13 113 114 '19 162 1,8 49'1 8 17 30 30 23 3 70 98 .101 
3n 499 474 8'81 10259 549 9200 5'11u 437 7 180l 46 3 125 17 166 39 27 53 41 2 47 1 .10,1 
312 494 480 425 lC259 3837 4422 20ilO 649 117 H6 6~ "2 8'1 78 88 6<\ 63 9 69 18 27 31 21 .053 
243 498 4811 943 1(1562 1l!9 9833 ,Ie 517 8 134 124 1 no 46 46 23 1 54 .09·1 
230 5119 5Q7 512 10513 45'817 5130 2'56 422 20 289 55 19 33 7 286 52 40 8'8 68 5 12 31 .065 
243 501 485 1626 107,88 129~ 9'1'56 3142 478 14 92 89 H5 168 219 28 311 41 19 3 59 41 .121 
312 493 470 1~3 Hen 9483 1:1196 413 591 lt4 '15 211 4 265 134 49 51 29 8 32 3 18 68 1 .136 
312 496 474 988 IH41J 884 10110 146 337 10 163 42 54 76 3 216 38 3'8 62 45 3 3'8 .123 
{ 316 486 501 7'08 un6 1845 8468 1'663 478 16 17'8 34 222 27 48 48 37 3 52 89 .115 32r 488 482 832 12019 2944 sea5 22U 622 22 2Tu 511 150 35 94 70 70 43 4 30 81 •. 063 
312 492 472 499 1231)2 62.·0'1 5198 903 680 51 23·1 26 5 G'l 122 159 48 65 1 69 35 8 31 2 .061.1 
312 499 471 858 12468 2578 9SQf) 635 3" 467 53 85 28 83 
" 
87 74 5 13 .052 
307 486 498 928 rl253:T 13,7 U550 250 608 9 28'8 60 4 Z47 59 59 4" 1 41 2 .081 
N7;'~wliiv.lM-"bAd·P'''+ifrc1'~'"mhr~_~,:v.__<.;~;Iii~'_1.''.:I.m~i;lli~_'''"'>li..'''''c''wmW1.<<t!.I>.i~~;.,wL."'~~.;,#'i"~,."*"I_o;[_..<";""'_>:.v.,,J~);:i<l,;.:.,_,.:"""..:;,,k_·"""'_"it~kl',lli.':,n~!',<lhl-.:.l>.~\»Ji>:o'..k.:;;_~'""'tiib~ ... iliL_ilirm.,.b!~Iid~.;.Vih· .-&i~4#,;,;,.,tltJllti:\~filicl,,.,,.;il'£',..,...~~i..l!:,,.;;l.i'."'>_.,;~ 




J. III TOTAL EI:OOll SPACE PAGE 1 191.'; UN D US'E filL E 4 -----.--~ 
i:iS 
- - - PERC'ENT OF lOtAl 
ST sa 11'1 IE HSNG - - - - FlIJIJR X ~"~ - - - - - - LANO I,N ACRES - - - - - --APEA- ----lAND-- OPEN 
elY x y OR UNITS T:Bif.A'l NRS ~IES SPEC Hl NRS RES S~ REC VAC SliP SPC WAT DEV WA,T OEV RES NRE OPN RIEt FAR 
302 493 502 296 12615 947,8 3(;'1C!'2 135 722 31.6 32 25 285 6 61 61 4 52 39 .066 
3('7 486 4'14 443 L2717 1'88"" 4734 163 60~ bl 159 U8 25'1 10 58 58 27 10 42 .084 
320 437 :."5 986 1291.8 2352 10'2l6 410 7'55 24 247 57 280 73 75 53 53 33 3 47 79 .074 
243 499 496 15-1(, 13u75 336 12739 116 1610 198 l52 1 200 72 72 28 23 28 1 .058 
32G 4'87 482 1125 13568 2113'5 11273 160 UiO 30 '>21 10 185 49 69, 69 56 4 31 H .059 
312 49'1 415 142 139118 4132 1436 8340 635 33 4,2 65 3 151 340 76 16 7 5 24 2 .066 
3.l,2 493 476 23'1 14061 H64& 2341 8U 424 154 44 128 3 27 4 64 95 75 18 92 10 36 8 8 .083 
1.43 496 485 1409 1'4218 2'515 11643 531l 30 '12'1 8 1 , 10 289 44 44 23 6 56 3 .14'1 
j 243 498 48,5 49i7 1/4482 9066 5396 466 36'8 28 45 24 95 95 6 79 5 .ti15 
L 312 4964n 9~7 14642 3'266 H320 50> 5·J6 64 131 63 303 9 41 47 24 11 53 .123 
-----
312 493 47'2 10.6" It,916 266C, .11391 865 493 33 238 59 4 140 18 n n 48 7 29 3 .098 
243 4'1'1 483 'J.r&:.194 1
'
5"82 1'465 13498 119 423 20 102 50 101 117 33 48 48 24 5 52 46 .1'69 
312 493 480 1339 15323 1453 B'no 20 644 49 223 94 9 139 95 36 62 62 3'5 8 38 4 .086 , 320 48'6 486 986 l!544'l! H48 12090 3 624 53 219 67 245 40 54 54 35 9 46 86 .105 ft 
tD 32~ 4.A8 48'3 1497 15673 483 15190 511 H 369 88 31 l2 82 82 65 2 18 30 •. 077 
iJ.l 307 493 491 115615 H6J5 5324'17 99 4 13 97 97 18 3 .(j,l(' 
i.,..:> 32~ 48b 434 1441 16041 1410 145<,3 34 564 15 422 96 12 19 7 93 1 95 75 3 5 38 .069 
i 301 486 489 a 7,89 16054 a004 8050 61'6 55 208 ~9 260 44 8 50 1 51 34 9 49 85 .llS 
312 489 48"0 .. 'i368 16U" 1961 14223 556 23 375 68 90 84 84 61 4 16 .081) 
312 492 47'l S 1~8'1 1650~ 489B 11340 265 58,3 43 129 12 44 162 122 12 63 40 10 44 22 7 56 13 .148 
316 48'6 500) ~ 759 16851 80·2'1 9773 63 658 18~ 245 82 129 15 8C1 80 37 28 2G .073 3C2 493 499 9 In18 ,16'102 U3 -103 5'54 83 1 10 3'1' 56 36'1 40 16 7 11 15 83 8 .4116 
f 
230 508 508 ti 258 17'145 640 2663 13842 3,51 2 196 43 60 10 4tI 35,1 40 50 80 56 1 20 86 • lItO 2C3 51:6 %7 21l1l0 11234 3556 1"94'1 2731 3:27 32 95 66 1116 12 568 23 63 62 29 H) 38 5 .194 
312 495 472 I IBI 11321 5863 H450 8 664 fe6 271 8'2 3 189 13 71 11 41 16 29 1 .084 ! 312 49{ 4,7,,, 544 11422 110659 655a 213 653 71 15,1 14 190 156 71 11 24 12 29 .086 ! 312 4'll 4.n le57 17124 4411 Ill'll 559 49 53 9'1- 142 127 96 2 52 52 10 9 48 .141 
3'l2 4<;'1 480 1422 179,10 3064 147H 135 66,1 54 296 102 172 36 68 68 45 8 32 83 .09,1 
312 49'1 4'10 143Z 18002 3334 i45.J2 96 426 62 255 82 5 22 94 94 60 15 6 20 .1:[,4 
243 50il 486 1611 ISDn 2694 1532'1 58 594 253 109 85 22 122 4 76 l6 18 43 24 15 .092 
243 5f,t 483 191~ 193,16 15';'1 H795 20 546 4~ 145 89 52 22C. 50 50 27 7 5C 19 .161 
3C7 493 490 193H l:9~ill 6,t5 154 5 352 ,104 26 26 25 14 .21q 
312 489 48[ 1521 t'l902 %265 15'580 37 7'52 61 451 8'3 1 155 1 79 19 60 8 21 .011 
1(1 4f? 49q 1489 '199'1,8 1,864 ll4~U 644 645 3~ 211 79 25.1 46 14 54 54 34 6 46 8'5 .132 
H2 493 475 18 20080 19861 219 295 111 2 2 61t 41 3 305 3'1 5'1 62 1 60 38 .250 
302 494 500 28 20303 19B1 283 283 612 88 lit 34 1 256 218 1 16 20 2 20 2 13 80 .34<:: ;. 3'l2 494 470 8 2"411 1984.d 8'5 538 54~ no 5 14 249 92 10 4 3'1 1 31 1 32 63 .2'36 ~, 
t 312 4'1'1 479 1~5'8 2050'1 6688 13598 215 186 59 245 98 5 255 124 6'1 61 3,1 8 33 2 .089 ; H2 4'15 413 ""~7 206M 4919 1514.2 659 14 282 123 2 111 7 14 74 43 11 26 1 .(198 ~; 320 490 48'3 1685 20768 )it64 112'11 3'81 111 34 280 110 H6 16 9 27 12 11 2 12 39 5 28 88 .,093 I· 312 49C 47'8 112,'80 20832 5561 1523,1 40 612 15'5 113 52 1 190 34 6 63 63 28 25 31 1 .12'0 t 312 494 48,1 1324 2H"9 6293 14506 350 591 24B 111 102 8 63 88 88 30 41 I2 11 .092 
~ 312 49i 41'6 908 21232 11533 9699 660 1"1 132 240 11 156 19 1 15 75 20 15 25 7 .099 
f 
312 49t 415 114 21211 13'936 7213 128 56,1 18'1 138 1'l 7164 6 '10 70 21t 32 30 4 .123 
2'43 5\)(, 461 1599 2.13119 4051 11H9 109 514 48 H6 158 11182 15 65 3 66 31 8 34 6 .128 
32,0 489 482 908 22115 12445 96~(j 59,2 117 285 61 3 10 H 8 87 1 88 48 20 12 4 .098 
~. 320 489 464 ,1699 22245 3252 1,699'3 621 9 11 31t? 15 1 113 82 82 55 15 18 1 .100 f; 312 493 411 1121 2240,7 4623 IH61 23 632 65 216 144 167 41 14 14 34 10 26 .111 
f 3'2't 4eBb 482 H88 22413 40'12 1828'8 113 684 36 484 86 29 49 89 8'1 11 5 11 3,1 .,085 
I 320 481 484 1310 22458 90,10 13448 456 55 31!9 68 6 8 91 91 70 12 3 42 .117 
f 23G 5\:9 508 'll92 22585 14.,"'02 123~'5 2J.t8 596 64 281 64 IS4 15 11 12 12 41 11 28, 91 .121 312 491 477 1464 226iJ3 4953 1156., 90 654 60 3114 99 2 163 26 75 15 46 9 25 1 .1'06 i, 
!i' 
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r,' il TOl'AL FilOOB. SPACE ~9~() LAN'D US'E f I'LE PAGE 5 
i:i8 
- - - PERCENf aF TaUL -
5T Sfil Mil lllg! HS,~G - - - - FLO@R ~ IJO - - - - L~NO IN AC~ES - - - - - --AR'EA- ------LAND----- OPEN 
,Cry x v .... UN'I rs TBUL NRS R,ES SPE(]; TTL NR'S RES S,T R'EC VAt SWP SPC IIAT DEV WAT OEV RES NR,E OPN REC FAR 0., 
243 493 4132 1826 23H2 34j9 197·,13 56.1 2& t59 1.22 253 55 55 28 5 45 ---.113 
31.2 493 418 9S0 23 Il!t,1 121J,_ l')1811 1 Tru &55 113 122 153 111 2(;9 48 66 66 19 11 34 5 .122 
32-.i 486 483 15(,0 23i191) 7934 15133 123 6;';.5 &4 39& 101 21 20 4 93 9C3 65 le 7 51 .094 
312 49:' 4'811 1897 23'334 lUS 2112:)11 6 &04 76 398 1'13 15 3 9'1 9,7 66 13 3 .091 
243 499 487 20S9 2392'1 73<19 11>516 96 blt4 HS 150 232 43 4.1 8( 8,7 23 2'8 13 52 .098 
312 4'12 479 1260 241H 1~94i HII86 a.) &32 2'5u 118 12'1 18 28 36 3 92 93 28 40 7 39 .11'95 
3e9 496 498 lqil 2435,7 l193d 2'183 186 648 196 19 ~06 65 256 7 5,1 51 3 30 ,.9 .111 
32(; 49. 46'2 192'1 24319 H41 19462 9" 633 52 375 109 27 56 63 7 8,1 1 88' 55 8 12 32 .(;93 
3~ q 49~ 499 18'1 24458 2113':;'5 2610 463 561 '146 25 95 3 U5 145 11 50 50 5 26 50 1 .202 
312 4'93 4,71 235 24736 223J5 2431 622 177 56 21 324 3'1 13 7 42 1 43 9 28 57 .213 
312 4q2 417 2ciSQ 2'<865 3624 2'1'163 7,8 624 36 342 182 32 32 90 90 55 6 10 50 .102 
320 4P.6 485 280 2498'7 214&7 3070 450 6,74 160 113 43 221 74 3 56 56 26 24 44 75 .151  
312 4'H': 41'{ 2022 25255 4721 2~524 1u lull 74 3i8 l3'1 3 M 52 'Ii 9'1 54 11 9 4 .091 
3<12 491,) 479 1943 255'22 53~8 20,lS4 548 59 2M 134 1 88 84 84 49 11 16 1 .121 
3'12' 494 471 24 2,553 25251 302 628 106 4 & 406 It 35 2" 24 1 H 7·6 .3'&6 
243 4q7 485 455 25818 IJ.l68 12'521 189 839 4L9 129 114 9, 93 7,8 7,8 15 49 22 50 .09 1  
312 49( 47il 995 26218'1 15520 1042,6 33'5 784 126 2,78 1,,, 17 289 2 f>.l 61 35 16 39 6 .120 
243 494 486 4'l 26],7,9 2566" 527 In 5Di 275 3 30 164 30 13~ 53 2'1 67 1 55 33 .Ut) 
H2 494 482 
., 
2199 269~2 46110 Z230'2 572 5'1 327 167 20 1 5 1 96 96 57 9 4 '13 .ll.~ .. 
i::l:> 32'0 4,89 487 I 1822 27097 S5,,3 18594 632 73 28'1 H6 44 90 2'1 7'1 19 44 12 21 33 .125 r- 2d 5!~7 51.'6 H85 27655 143'7 25966 2'52 21'8 9 78 50 3 3'7 41 573 23 7Z 82 36 4 1,8 7 .356 ,(}.) 243 499 4.84 1709 27697 3380 24293 24 543 33 2'18 ~O2 11 ll'l 65 65 40 6 35 6 .180 ;fIJ 243 499 481 ., 2725 28323 1853 26410 1tl7 38 3U7 125 147 17 74 3 76 50 6 24 .138 
32(, 49C 483 e 20)72 28675 795~ 20725 61'8 60 32,. 100 124 11 1,8 1a 52 10 22 92 .136 32C 48& 481 ! H02 ~9~81 95'J1 '19 11195 3,85 584 &1 257 86 161 7 1 70 70 44 II 30 96 .163 313 49q 473 $)156 29474 19985 9389 lui.: 711 84 ,166 7·8 5 343 32 2 46 46 23 12 54 1 •. 205 3a9 494 495 .. 29550 29420 130 595 95 159 4 326 12 45 45 16 Sf, .255 
312 495 474 2122 29655 7411 22244 684 8<l 328 1~8 5 117 4 82 82 48 12 1,8 4 .12'1 
307 486 49~ 2272 29185 5986 23799 668 48 446 104 3 66 90 90 67 7 10 4 .114 
3,12 4S(l 417 H70 29930 161 311- 13343 456 113 173 2'1'4 52 163 91 19 13 63 2 64 30 24 36 64 .150 
243 Itf11 466 2'882 30225 2799 H426 605 26 23< 26~ 6 68 88 8'8 39 4 12 9 .n1 
241 508 506 LUI 3'll14 253,1 22111 6400 397 24 83 15 21 40 153 438 4\1 52 85 21 6 15 34 .,21-3 
243 49a 489 U58 3U87 1849" 12648 49 "82 2'6(' 98 47 9 69 22t 58 31 84 20 54 16 11 .177 
2'43 499 482 2471 3U98 2953 28'19'1 54 603 37 29a 102 1 172 71 71 48 6 29 1 .1'6,1 
312 492 480 2398 3 113'.53 53~a 2'6029 24 625 leo 34" 122 6 10 42 97 97 55 1& 3 40 .U8 
307 488 497 2494 3,1575 6(,.11 25574 591 47 432 84 13 1'5 95 95 73 8 5 47 .1·29 
31!7 48'8 498 2334 311-634 11195 23805 634 729102 344 80 153 50 72 72 47 14 28 75 .138 
312 492 481 545 3'18,)6 253'16 649u &4C 33.7 124 65 Z 1'!!4 82 82 19 53 18 1 .139 
32f 49C 4,8'lt 24'19 3'18'20 719·1 24.629 600 45 351 1'94 11 98 98 58 7 2 .124 
312 "'Ii 418 2n5 3255() 1737 248<13 588 1311 161 103 104 89 82 8'2 21 22 1'8 .1'54 
309 495 497 27 34512 34122 39il 605 229 2 16 36 312 10 70 38 )0 42 3'8 58 .308 
243 501 4'8·7 2980 34182 7594 21832 5356 773 70 197 199 1 18 228 90 90 25 9 10 2 .115 
243 51l( 486 2617 35012 3U5 31583 14 &11 5~ 321 114 2 123 80 80 53 8 20 2 .165 
224 51)7 488 4492 352.!!O 2747 32451 12 116 8 31 37 46 54 563 10 16 43 11 4 57 46 1.016 
307 4~9 498 313! 36.73i 482& J.l905 649 5,2 443 114 21 20 97 97 68 8 3 .134 
3(12 493 50J 9 38<112 38019 113 543 131 1 1 79 33I 51 22 OJ 2" 24 76 .659 
241 5 .. " 505 2641 38298 5594 32257 447 650 54 289 204 11 91 1 84 84 44 8 16 11 .160 
320 487 486 150 38310 1589,1 1666 813 '581 264 77 23 ,168 14 36 69 69 13 45 31 92 .221 
243 498 4a7 3422 384Q3 4158 33941 304 &97 41 285 154 123 9'1 ) ,,9 69 41 6 3i 58 .183 
312 493 479 1939 388.15 18639 20BU 36 661 127 231 163 17 18 45 1 1 79 79 35 19 21 12 .171 
312 493 481 4~6 3.88~l!8 34L&4 4&54 612 141 112 49 1 328 41 45 45 17 21 55 .294 
312 4~A 412 304 39555 364Q& 3H9 749 184 56 24 6 363 24 92 47 47 7 24 53 2 .255 
"i~;f~\,,;,~,; 'J>\';')';' 
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" EXBIB1T 4 
~t; lU~}-'lt_~" 'c~CrGITJITY OF ' . -.[~ 
1 "'. ~ TOTAL nooa SPACK 19.JO LAND USE HLE ORIC;,c" "':;j" T" p TIf,1j;GE 6 \, .. Sl "', ,,0 OOn 
, ~ ~ PERCENf OF rou,- - - -
ST so M,l .. ,. HSNG - - - - FLOOR X l~O - - - - - - - - - LAND I'N ACRES - - - - - --AREA- ------LAND--- OPEN 
CTY X Y ~ ~ UN" l'S f'[!]TAl NRS R,ES S'PEC flit NRS RES SiT RIEC VA~ SWP SPC WAT DEV WAT DEV RES NRE OPN RE~ FAA-
3(.1 48'9 495 3255 ~C3"4 bt96 3J554 654 647 41 481 'H 4 4 33 99 99 74 6 1 50 .145 
243 498 4a6 3908 4,0539 3255 3nii~ 95 672 20 291 D'!! 2 132 80 80 44 3 20 Z .113 ,.~-
! 3(;2 493 ~;03 1·64 4,1503 3'9-13" 1113 64,3 4'59 21 -i, 116 1 8'Z ~Z 3 11 18 .181 
" 320 490 431 2-190 4.1904 19652 22'100 152 669 135 333 100 3,1 60 3 85 85 50 20 15 38 .ll,8 
309 495 499 28'19 41958 12344 293U 303 6.11 89 280 121 5 45 122 9 19 13 3 15 4,1 13 25 3 .190 
3ZC 481 48,3 225'1 4214318908, 23035 200 688 129 430 108 218 91 97 63 19 3 11 .145 
i' 301 489 49,1 318'1 43930 8,334 35596 &49 44 322 10,5 60 38 79 85 85 50 7 15 f>.l .183 1 32G 486 4818 189'1 44261 24~21 19563 171 611 H8 309 99 6 7 11 98 98 5,1 29 2 44 .170 
;; 316 4B8 500 3'1,B4 44441 8269 335,21 2645 692 62 3~4 171 12 12 55 9'1 91 54 9 3 50 .153 ,- ,--
I' 224 508 495 2539 450n 8626 36'18'5 220 6,2'1 66 81 13 1 394 36 36 14 11 64 .459 
;: 32~ 4B9488 213il 455,19 23411 ZZ,108 680 U8 30,7 126 111 1 1 83 83 45 19 11 99 .186 
, 224 503 4<89 4886 45649 4816 40113 509 4'l 112 139 214 3 51 51 22 8 43 99 .359 
.i 3'16 488 SGl 3296 45758 U955 3319'1 & 591 31 265 171 1 1 HI) 32 94 5 99 45 6 1 16 .18C 
" 320 491 488 H23 45886 339'15 11901 10 592 186 18.1 59 160 6 1 12 12 3'1 31 28 9" .247 
!::JO> 301 490 498 3'238 4589312254 33568 71 594 72 406 98 l!0 6 3 97 97 68 12 3 63 .182 l' <.,...) 320 468 489 2592 "6825 20541 26268 to 612 96 321 96 4 4,1 53 93 93 53 16 1 9 .190 
:: ~ 24,1 509 505 4221 4699'1 U916 34889 192 615.rob 2JO 166 45 88 1,8 18 44 1 22 34 .224 
\' 312 492 4~O a 2550 477"8 20861 26784 9~ 638 147 26>1 U8 7 14 14 H 3,8 80 6 85 41 23 15 8 .2(,2 
i 301 488 496" 31136 48493 16208 32181 98 583 102 358 12 21 4 1q 95 95 6,1 17 5 87 .202 
; 241 508 505:11 4961 493'8'1 4299 45025 63 621 2'1 2M 150 134 35 73 73 45 3 27 79 .25-1 
" 3(.'2 494 50 i:i 293'1 49541 17S84 3<1947 10 641 U7 3114 12'l 10 61 8 37 84 5 89 41 21 11 15 .199 
1, 24I 507 498 '" 4.512 50365 9250 40935 180 666 185 115 107 197 3 59 70 70 11 2,8 30 98 .248 
1, 320 489 493" 1438 5·1570 36322 15248 657 29,1 250 86 29 1 96 96 38 44 4 .189 
t H2 494 479 tI 561 5.1666 45463 6200 3 647 383 88 5'1 3 11 49 4 88 n 12 8'1 14 59 19 2 .,226 
!, 307 490 491 ~ 4372 52683 66,19 46~'31 33 130 66 436 H6 88 5 18 87 8'1 60 9 13 94 .19 .. 
241 SC7 5DS III 4928 541)85 9432 44629 24 625 5u 322 228 3 22 96 96 52 8 4 10 .201 
241 506 491 5-186 5S139 1'166U 43233 246 717 100 U6 119 3il 39 312 9'1 91 15 13 9 44 .119 
301 4S0 496 249& 56150 29125 2638'2 43 616 135 212 80 164 13 12 71 71 34 22 29 93 .293 
f 3>16 489 500 2627 5693'1 29·141 21190 Ion 114 356 130 14 8 55 97 97 53 17 3 62 .199 
f 309 495 498 69 58962 58 lOG 862 12'1 245 1 19 3 453 31 37 34 63 1 .511. ! 321) 488 488 2H5 59558 3735-1 22201 640 18,5 323 17 8 46 92 92 5'1 29 8 15 .234 
~ 3(,2 495 502 155 59898 58020 Id'"'8 466 66 4 40 106 229 20 10il 23 18 28 1 14 72 32 1.1149 
r; 3(7 489 496 3895 61162 lil438 4.<1089 635 585 9,1 3U 9'1 56 18 12 87 87 53 16 13 1.6 .275 
C' 3>16 488 50·1 1758 62708 44722 11986 699 253 214 142 26 64 8~ 87 3'1 36 13 29 .237 ~ 320 489 489 38'12 640S'1 2390'1 40~21 23 6.73 173 325 96 30 41 2 89 89 48 26 11 39 .24,7 ~ ~~: ~~~ ::~ :~~~ :~!!~ ~:~~~ ;~~~~ ~: ::~ I!! ~~~ ~! 12~ 12: 606 89 ~: 13 ~: g 2! 4~ ~: :1:: 
j' 316 488 ~02 3863 1112,1 211152 39,166 491l) 662 114 334 1&8 21 11 3 93 93 50 11 7 61 .266 
'" 24'1 SOT 502 M48 1.2089 869t 62924 415 640 21 11\8 163 70 11 190 8,7 87 28 4 13 86 .296 ----
316 489 499 I,88il 75658 56361 19297 626 15'1 346 93 22 14 96, 96 55 24 4 .281 
3rl 4,89 49C 6'l98 1,8811 13282 63467 2122 58.2 ,6C 3'13 143 52 6 8 90 90 54 10 10 90 .345 
241 507 499 6292 8n41 26231 55285 219 5,28 100 222 111 10 25 93 93 42 19 7 28 .380 
241 5U'R 499 5150 8'23u4 8'876 13096 32 661 34 190 179 249 8 61 61 29 5 39 97 .468 
3.1 489 491 8023 98368 14274 84117'8 16 635 63 40'5 158 3 6 2 98 99 64 10 1 32 .361 
2L 3 5~(' 509 9340 1~09'18 11489 89429 453 3(; 8'1 92 244 6 45 45 18 7 55 98 1.141 
31,6 489 5UI 5H5 103030 4836G 54524 146 595 U2 250 141 1 11 2 96 96 42 29 4 29 .4H , __ 
320 4'12 4:89 4998 108808 56(;91': 52n 8 566 137 174 a.7 45 12 11C> 90 90 n 24 IG 80 .490 
30S 492 495 6241 11'8871 44<15 638079 23 1-68 H" 341 154 36 62 2 87 87 "4 23 13 36 .313 
].16 486 503 3'894 H0882 68159 425'1,0 213 666 186 139 H4 94 125 8 61 61 21 28 33 43 .570 
2(;3 50l 5'J4 6"CJ 12582<7 14111 5'1644 12 49'1 281 41 115 3 511 46 82 9 89 8 57 11 6 .660 
279 2'5 
243 496 476 3 33 3;; 51 2 54 519 91 5 1 95 .0'28 
'trhl!f'·;':',;4Ui1~WJli!·c'd&"f,*5aii'i"i<'i",·t;i~~,.,;,f' .. , ... "~'''''.,;m..",...c.,J.;;j,Ab .. ' ... '""'-",j"';"'~"'""''"'"''.''Ti.;lO~"'II''""';,.,,,&".w;,...;..,'''w,j''',;',-.::;"""_.o..~"':_"-"""'':_''''<~'''''_·'"-·"'7"'~'_''~~<.'''_'''"'-'-".wi'.,"""""~","",.k,.""-""-,,,,,,,,--,.;.\! .. ft""~"-"'-"="!"~--"~'''''''''~~<'-i.'',,;:I'='~~-.&;~""'~"''''~'~~'''''''''''''''''''l;'~--''''''''':''''V"'><';'''':'''''''~'~~;.'uo.,",.,J 
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U - - - PERf.EN~ OF JOUL -ST SO Mil, HSNG ----FU}ORXlOO- - - - - - LAND IN ACRES - - - - - --AREA- -----UND--- IiIPEN CTY X Y 0 .. CJN'ITS 'TIIlcTAL NRS RIES SPEC Tn NRS RES Sf R'E£ \/A£ SWP SPC IIAT OEV IIAT DEV RES NRE IlPN REC FAR 
3f)2 49'2 499 2534 46116 '1
'
4571 26C89 50 585 65 335 U8' 27 15 5 93 93 57 11 7 .172 .~~-
310 49-2 4-8-2 '817 40763 3~843 8347 157'3 631 142 179 66 10 180 36 l8 2'1 62 3 64 28 22 36 5 .23'1 3,,2 492 5U2 3 1 tl4 4104.7 9253 3'1137 5,7 622 72 ,.12 130 6 2 99 99 66 12 1 10 .154 
32Q 488 486 2086 41383 1970'1 2H.82 649 175 290 113 59 11 91 9'1 "5 27 9 100 .116:1 
203 503 509 2936 41563 139'14 Zl642 1 59" "5 153 19,1 23 H6 66 66 26 8 34 12 .242 
30,2 490 5"5 964 4,183" lZOtoO 915" 40 "10 93 200 119 2'8 18 12 3 8'1 1 88 "2 20 12 "8 .233 
H6 487 502 2966 4256I 11797 30214 490 6981toO 296 20'3 9 38 11 93 93 "2 2" 7 19 .150 31)9 4965N 31 42898 4,1839 383 616 568 222 6 27 12 229 11 89 4I I" "7 1 39 53 .369 
302 494 505 3566 43259 laM 3M'6" 34 656 65 44014,1 6 2 3 99 9'1 6,7 10 1 77 ---~-.153 
30,2 491 500 3089 43722 12S0rr 3<12i5 5'88 66 350 130 3 38 3'1 8'1 6 93 59 11 1 8 .184 
243 4'16 487 2'1,15 44HI 171193 26943 105 ~02 U6 236 HO 7 133 17 77 39 19 23 5 .219 
302 488 5,05 3'261 45U8 118'15 3325'1 46 621 68 369 11i 1 611 5 18 8'1 3 8'1 59 11 11 1 .187 
224 5"8 49'3 3'150 45418 206~ 4335'8 60,2 9 U5 II3 206 139 286 29 32 43 22 2 57 60 .LtG6 
(;$' 320 4-911 4'8'4 3231 45629 123~9 33280 585 88 35,1 126 11 2 98 98 61 15 2 82 .183 
L~ no 489 485 ~460 46023 31121(; 15713 40 644 1M 2~6 102 96 9 85 85 43 25 ,15 .193 241 504 502 45-19 46131 9241 368'12 1\8 61,6 3'2'1 ,165 153 1 29 95 95 24 ~8 5 20 .166 ,~ 
320 488 484 2132 46499 18,1,62 282-12 125 6'04 113 t006 97 1 19 2 96 96 63 18 4 21 .113 
3~2 49,1 5~5 2'10,1 41tlH 24871 215H 663 129 219 330 142 1 2'1 8 96 96 45 311 4 3 .155 
302 492 56) 3438 41629 lOM4 3,6115 180 529 42 349 ~2'1 8 9 9'1 91 66 8 3 45 .2}.1t 
316 485 505 £I 29010 41116 170118 302,85 423 619 9" 236 8'1 8 ltoO 54 6 75 1 1,6 38 15 24 5 .233 320 491 486 9 3"5 4'8'113 U8~2 ]'5651 120 611 50 298 H2 203 1 1 10 10 44 1 30 99 .231 320 492 484 2355 48699 23538 25U8 43 623 25I 22,1 88 3'1 25 1 90 90 35 ,,0 10 60 .199 
3C 7 487 49,3 ,E 3111 48111 1696" 3'114" 60'1 68 3to5 1'00 5 ,,9 9)1- 9,1 57 11 'I 10 .202 
31)·2 490 504 .. 2841 "8965 18039 30)818 108 151 '188 286 86 4 
" 
33 116 89 89 38 25 11 5 .1-67 
3'J,2 497 503 .. 3'111 4'1223 9'1£:9 40050 4.4 554 43 333 132 l6 30 2 2 9,1 9.2 60 8 8 35 .222 
2.13 5"'::4 5~6 ~ 4565 49S9i1 8466 '0103,1 100 161 62 128109 241 202 13 ~9 40 Z 41 11 8 59 55 .365 320 49'1 435 a 3452 5U469 14156 3569D 23 511 80 3'15 14,1 13 23 94 94 5" 14 6 37 .21'4 2~ 3 505 50'1 52"5 5D656 6142 4"258 2'56 567 28 23~ 18" 30 9,1 "3 73 1 19 41 5 21 25 .2l,l 
3210 4011 48:7 ~ 1216 50679 3aZ14 12't02 3 689 243 31'8 12 49 1 9Z '12 46 35 8 ail .184 3,16 49( 499 1838 5C91'9 3i533 19360 86 129 2'13 298 10,7 II 22 18 18 93 2 '15 41 29 5 34 .1'68 
2'43 50': 484 3758 52'183 !lon HMO 1'502 60'1 10'1 284 133 26 48 4 88 88 41 18 12 35 .221 
316 490 500 29M 53'100 23519 30'121 643 130 326 1~5 32 9 94 94 51 20 6 l8 .205 
32\, 490 486 3931 538'111 12113 41151 650 8~ 195 138 11 18 96 96 6,1 13 4 38 .199 
301 488 492 2883 541H 240'15 30088 14 653 51 456 124 6 10 91 '17 lO 9 3 39 .195 
l(i2 "'1'6 504 3428 5503'1 19095 35'8"0 96 6111 95 33'1 121 1'1 10 25 1 91 91 5" 16 9 36 .228 
3ltl ,,'l't 48'2 2805 55367 2'6,199 28910 19& 6"'1 130 336 1"1 10 1'1 5 1 
" 
94 1 95 52 20 5 29 .209 
302 489 504 2194 55130 25623 30011-5 32 629 H6 361 126 14 9 3 96 96 51 18 
" 
bl .211 
3U2 494 5l .... 2910 56664 25424 3U915 265 58'1 '1·7(; 228 11'8 Z1 8 3C 53 86 8 94 39 29 6 18 .238 
241 509 503 5091 5774i 8334 49336 1'l 602 22 274 148 14 12 12 86 86 "6 4 14 86 .257 
3'2 496 5C2 502 5'17" 52414 5207 123 624 282 52 39 5 25 213 1 6,1 61 8 45 39 2 .348 
224 508 49.2 4'lll 58103 1546 505'11) 4'1 126 31 23,1 150 267 42 154 41 18 58 33 4 "2 86 .320 
241 SuB 50,1 8097 604,,1 1924 52'523 659 21 280 188 161 2 l5 15 43 4 25 99 .280 
3(2 4'96 503 2762 60715 3,H25 2'899" lNil! 636 115 256 123 1'8 2-1 26 17 49 83 7 90 '00 28 10 28 .244 
241 505 504 5522 6121)9 19245 4'1719 185 5'87 106 220 152 28 8 11' 69 73 10 81 31 18 19 26 .294 
3(:2 492 498 3211 614!l1 213~3 :>41J4 lib ~5l 148 342 110 
" 
4-1 .. 93 93 53 23 7 10 .234 
Jfi:? 491 5()4 251
'
4 615'12 35146 26326 40 564 210 255 80 13 5 91 97 45 37 
" 
11 .259 .~--
241 5'07 5011 4603 61164'5 6966 54659 503 21 109 129 23'6 1 52 52 22 4 97 .546 
243 497 487 4592 61.1695 11)0'82 5'1605 8 601 41 291 165 3 9" 1 84 84 ,.8 8 1 .. 3 .28'1 302 492 501 4D46 61724 19340 42381 3 588 19 352 U5 6 1,2 3 91 91 60 14 3 31 .249 
3~2 491 498 303J 61885 29336 32133 41,6 604 168 2 71 11_O,~ 41 12 5 44 85 7 9'1 45 2'8 9 11 .258 
243 4qB 48'8 5H5 62735 13393 49320 22 591 12 353 13'4 2 30 95 95 60 12 5 5 .258 
241 5C9 502 4122 62S'SQ l'OB9 55154 46 6114 30 3110 186 17 28 43 92 92 50 5 8 38 .259 
241 5~'9 5(;3 45H 63314 ll)288 5.1021 5 632 54 328 200 13 3i1 '12 92 52 8 8 26 .250 
li 
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3D') 498 49) 358~ )'49(.' 90 60S 306 38 2'61 14 56 2 57 51 43 100 .02'0 
309 4'98 492 4889 42i!O 679 414 302 10 6 95 HO 70 29 98 73 2 .028 
• 
2JlJ 'i~H 518 45 11595' 11310 Zlll 15 179 US 1 30 2 311 468 23 72 82 1 64 18 5 .182 
~. 203 506 509 1346 ]6749 3964 12444 34!. 288 55 99 50 3' 811' 3'0 63 11 71 34 19 29 '0 .188 )C9 498 4iiil 11S00:- 1780U 2au 6 3 21. Il'l 401 30 67 90 3 10 .228 
lJ9 495 495 2inC 2110'1 1000 561 349 9 100 5\t 5'1 61 66 10 73 62 27 .119 
309 496 49'1 191' .. 24.746 5336 1941,0 3113 89 811 39 94 1 385 30 56 69 27 29 31 99 .272 ---
203 5"2 503 74 263,72 25904 468 }98 88 217 46 36 504 16 72 58 45 42 56 .5'23 
H2 494 4~6 814 2799'1 19031 8,790 UO 419 220 45 39 3 102 7 3 256 45 38 73 11 53 27 2 .210 
3(l,9 496 'on <1852 28386 8272 19669 '045 224 65 69 41 32 5 12 '01'0 29 65 8'0 3>1 29 16 87 .348 
311,9 't26 4,88 lIQ~i7 297,86 18409 113U 221 123 40 42 15 402 33 
"" 
93 18 56 7 98 .,332 
307 495 49,1 31897 - 30619 12~8 263 2'17 23 9 14 320 
" 
55 97 82 3 .288 
3('7 494 49'2 
" 
35071 34544 60 467 6i2 270 1 68 11 2"1 Zl 21 5'7 3 59 44 4,1 4 .224 
l\.=:l7 224 508 490 343[ ]550] 4655 30824 24 472 64 111_,,* 13·] 96 75 366 36 44 64 22 14 36 56 .271 
~~ 203 50.3 505 2159 35755 3483 32268 4 50" 49 91/ "2 83 241 1166 21 25 36 ,18 10 6" 26 .455 
'. 
2.24 5'1'5 487 48116 4,109'7 75,15 33060 522 240 23 Itl ~5 20 20 8'1 62 25 83 46 10 t7 5,1 .472 
Ii 241 5.06 503 11448 4un 23821 16930 580 418 132 40 94 9 143 28 60 6 64 10 32 36 6 .351 , 
3117 494 494 186 44289 3811118 2U8'o 4.09'7 513 ,",2'1 7 109 82 38 7611 ... 64 l8 71 1 41 23 .246 
320 494 490 48,129 4'81.29 579 405 31 1 ... 3 58 69 9 75 70 25 .253 
309 496 489 3445 482lt4. 118~6 36U3'1 40,7 104 55 13'1 72 40 5 316 38 55 85 43 18 15 89 .... 29 
~ 224 505 468 4952 513]2 1·885 43397 50 542 91) 10·7 8.8 52 205 36 49 6 53 20 17 ,,7 20 ."1'4 It, 307 494 49>( gj 5~8Q5 50443 1362 626 365 lU 137 12 57 72 8, 18 58 22 •. 21t3 Ii 243 49,7 488 325'1 54140 20633 12184 132) 4:83 129 174 85 21 73 149 6,1 24 80 36 27 20 23 .320 ~~ i :i. 109 498 498 790 55350 46032 8386 932 40'1 295 39 63 3 1 4 366 52 47 98 10 73 2 52 .3<17 3;;9 498 499 3902 55696 134.21 4J25C 2tl9 li3 163 105 29 5 ... 7 429 41 58 9'7 34 52 3 56 .42tl 307 495 490 .. 56·102 56N2 3'Z4 288 9 27 )04 47 48 92 89 8 .,~34 
309 497 49>( 
:3 42'85 5;]294 13618 "3334 342 605 103163 86 1 41 88118 55 12 II 18 28 17 22 .2:n 32(\ "9i "8'1 ~ 449I 58418 12514 .5859 "5 58'1 60 3911' 122 1 8 98 98 67 }O 2 7 .23" ~ 320 49,1 4.89 3036 5881:9 269118 3097,0 941 63'1 1011 285 10,7 51 12 75 90 90 45 1'6 10 80 .,238 
. 3"9 498 494 244I 6'1'<3'1 281172 31290 69 589 435 63 67 6 6 11 15 96 2 98 11 14 2 49 .244 '!~ li,;7 49,1 497 3850 62402 21906 .. 0336 160 58,7 U5 ]0,1 139 8 19 5 27 91 4 96 51 20 ... 29 .255 
309 4% 4<;)0 4.·145 62557 119833 42646 78' 287 60 129 85 12 1 405 ~., 59 96 45 21 ~ 99 .523 
I2l 493 486 118,28 646·13 45550 '189411 123 565 252 8:1 179 211 8' 25 95 95 I ... ~5 5 71 .216 
Z24 50.8 496 5954 64940 Z1l20 4271.6 44 603 80 121 157 29 2,16 59 59 20 13 ... 1 12 .417 
320 494 488 666 65'J29 5gB9 6190 732 373 28 69 1 54 191 14 66 66 4 51 3 ... .3'12 
320 494 487 4,127 132(,j 3'l619 416113 41 581 266 13>7 roo 10 73 1 5,1 79 8 86 23 45 1 ... 12 .334 
309 497 490 4435 1357. 271,,5 46258 153 558 2M 135 n 3 13 U 60 88 10 97 24 50 3 20 .3'l2 
3129 498 490 73i71l 73771 314 236 6 24 48 282 ... 9 47 92 75 8 .585 
309 496 495 3'l53 73,793 39697 322U6 1890 575 261 84 59 18 75 53 19 64 67 10 l4 15 46 26 12 .395 
302 493 505 2152 74042 49672 231188 1282 5,)(, 217 1<WJ 8'1 45 9 7 47 81 9 89 28 43 11 83 .382 
241 503 502 74114 7"t9H 201182 54852 9 H6 133 156 12'1 5 61 87 73 15 86 33 28 1'" 8 .... 20 
241 5a4 499 2l0Q 151180 53008 2'1811 2llt 5'8'2 182 78 l!08 2 44 1i69 92 92 13 31 8 4 .321 
2'41 5.;2 502 6867 nH5 222,+5 555~O 563 355 122 74 12 6 9,7 1 98 22 63 2 .321t 
320 491) 489 2646 1,8056 50494 27562 66:1 274 219 H4 45 8 1 92 92 33 'oI 8 85 .295 
---22!t 507 494 6849 7,8633 19529 590:1,2 92 619 le1 222 18'0 2 98 6 84 &4 36 'l17 16 2 .l48 
:i 3iJ9 49i] 492 5314 ·Sl'4:16 21478 56668 1330 625 222 156 124 7 23 93 95 95 25 36 5 22 .3·14 
l 309 497· .. 89 4007 83376 4,3011 42145 43'1 5~8 342 121 94 " 8 9 12 87 11 98 21 59 2 30 .31t1l 3~9 493 494 663 %635 77712 69'13 713 3106 "2 34 146 144 ;4 55 7 59 6 49 41 .'-60 ~ 3U7 499 4"4 7241 891;119 1501'5 72930 1-4 648 101 332 152 9 3 98 98 59 16 2 77 .3,1'8 224 507 492 8,'35 88964 1:ltJ85 71432 447 617 52 3)J7 204 20 34 91 'H 50 8 9 31 .363 
t: 3J!1 ,!88 :.~~ 6:}iJ4 89'19'1, , 23'127 65588 48'4 63'8 108 329 147 8 1 45 99 99 52 17 1 85 .326 
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EXDlBlT 4 -.-
!ill TOTAL FLOOR ~ACB l'9~l' t.A.NO l!JS,E FRE PAGE 11 
i:iS - - - PERCENT OF TO~AL -
ST SO M,' :,E HSNt; - - - - FLUOR X l~C - LAND I'N ACRES - - - - - --AREA- ----LAND--- OPEN 
CTY X Y 0"" I;JN[TS H)iflt'L NR$ R'ES SPEC Tn NRS RES Sf ~EC VAl: SWP SPC WA'T DEV IIAT DEV RES NRE DPr. IVEe FAR 
224 5a3 49,8 6456 91246 ... 923-2 4274,1 273 516 ,05 7a 137 15 42 83 79 13 90 13 53 10 26 .40,1 
3~7 49'1 495 .:.534 926013 25694- .6957 22 529 1('9 285 U6 6 1-2 63 86 11 97 54 21 3 31 .411 
317 4% 495 6126 93.135 3>iH5 616<1;) 40 JilT 133 269 124 140 35 74 14 38 1'1 26 8'1 .406 
224 5':6 493 7155 9'io.71! 23213 JOl8,7 1611 589 106 251 1'84 10 33 93 '13 44 .. 8 7 23 .394 
i 224 ~'11 491 9353 '1373'1 9541 840134 56 947 33 Z9~ 116 426 15 168 45 is 53 3'1 3 47 97 .... 26 [ 3117 499 492 8183 94514 12549 8i952 14 6,38 56 3,15 H2 28 6 2 95 95 59 9 5 83 .359 
32( 493 4,8'1 60,)3 '15')61 Hbl4 6111'69 221,8 679 115 265 15'1 68 
" 
36 84 84 39 17 16 61 .385 -,,-~ 
32' 492 488 6.141 966~5 265~,7 69685 423 612 132 345 109 5 18 2 96 96 56 22 4 23 .311 
3,: 9 4'lQ 5't~O 6S2b 9~696 2535!) 12248 98 344 'l66 9() 63 U 1-2 2 353 46 5'1 93 26 48 7 48 .699 
241 5!)3 49i1 lu31" 98451 15Z;)C 8U28 123 686 86 26,1 277 Z 50 10 92 92 38 12 8 5 .351 
, 307 4'H 490 864,1 98702 13883 nS'l9 !>89 48 1'11 143 11 3 33 8'2 5 86 54 8 14 96 ."5 
I' 241 5,,Jc:a 4'99 8353 99839 23>1 9U 76639 to 648 94 280 230 5 39 9i3 93 43 14 7 12 .38~ 
320 %93 48'8 ~24Jb 'l jjo{;;H 10,1~,1 lH9J 2%5 1,00 30,2 12 Z 95 4 141 33 2 74 74 17 4J 26 2 .... 3 
241 5i)6 49R 8aN lfll16911 21 443 HU1 131 630 94 192 }43 5 
" 
152 92 92 30 15 8 10 .3?8 
Zi.! 3 5i~,2 5i)9 ,trl.Z48 1,025.13 135011 8'9"56 637 74 J09 200 10 
" 
92 92 49 12 8 18 .40)4 
301 4ge 490 66;& 105243 38·10'2 bJa51 90 645 ol5 3 290 16l ]0 5 95 95 45 24 5 86 .39& 
3D7 4a~ 493 6651 11)'.)71'6'" J9445 61269 46 6" 150 271 155 M , 1 90 90 43 23 10 98 .4-21 
224 501 493 Hl'S3 101852 bIn 1011649 11)32 646 52 248 191 5 1~ 13 75 2 17 38 8 23 3 .498 
3C9 496 493 4,(16:J lJ(9M9 59596 43184 6869 595 284 194 61 13 8 19 U9 80 17 96 33 49 4 63 .446 
3016 487 ~('3 4873 1115)5 ;,U2l 50122 90 565 161 219 114 5 99 99 39 30 1 1 .451 , 
241 50? 498 !iI 8b3'1 113205 33439 7'9,32'; 443 619 15 289 226 208 21 72 12 35 9 28 91 ."1 p:o 316 485 504 ,~ 6854 115496 43945 69822 1729 593 91 3'28 141 10 6 4 9,1 97 55 16 3 63 .460 !'-t::. 203 503 50~ ,18337 115933 29951l 85983 552 102 249 177 2 22 96 96 45 18 4 9 .5U4-~ 3016 487 5~4 1713 Hl21-4 32184 81726 27-64 6,27 121 309 185 4 3 99 99 49 20 1 11 .432 r Z(; 3 5113 506 Q Inn U7n] 1943'6 984,19 8 649 73 210 192 8 106 82 82 42 11 18 7 .506 I· 
241 50S 498 ::l 1039,1 1l~61 l4600 'J5~5,:) 5 659 61 342 238 2 '11 98 98 52 10 2 1-6 .+26 
3u1 4'/\. 494 ,~ 8841 1211955 3')919 ~tJIHl 19 6111 98 35'1 nit 35 9 10 'I) 93 57 16 7 80 .484 
3,16 489 502 1556 lU965 44666 71232 67 620 U9 332 153 9 8 91 'IT 53 19 3 52 .464 
224 5Q5 489 14513 124851 '15469 10864'< 138 58'3 59 302 1,85 14 22 94 94 52 10 6 40 .524 
---
Z41 5<14 50(1 149~6 lZ865'. Z:Z89U 1115754 1 c.'19 8'1 249 229 4 55 90 90 40 13 10 6 .528 
320 4'12 4,8,7 7112 129899 5243,1 76187 675 633 173 295 123 15 22 4 2 94 94 47 27 6 40 .5(;'1 
3:,,9 4'12 494 7(Io}J 13313~ 6IJUS2 1l98'l 6i1 !O57 156 2'14 .uo 51 '1'6 1 29 84 5 88 38 28 12 17 .624 
2U3 50'1 ~03 U532 i31'134 4;)495 95894 145 564 1~6 97 U8 111 22 277 ,.. 33 66 17 28 34 89 .8 .... 1 
307 490 492 'O33~ 13'1256 32356 104866 34 632 82 249 161 30 6 1'04- 94 94 39 13 6 84 .529 
~:, 224 SIlT 48'1 15075 1313'l3 17666 119484 163 6n 13 265 231 57 20 186 68 22 88 41 11 12 74 .554 
224 506 48'8 9HO 13.131,6 '1531'1 116411 5634 503 88 103 128 90 94 70 56 12 63 21 17 37 49 .988 
---2:3 5')2 511 13HJ 141M9 25596 U6IlO5 8 518 103 181 164 41 26 1 8'1 8'1 35 20 13 61 .121 
224 5U6 489 13496 14'1884 21n8 114'8s.7 9 654 168 24.6 193 5 42 1 93 93 38 26 7 10 .531 
,-: 2'31 5111 5')2 1,~3811 142045 58414 82858 713 594 198 12 6" 225 39 11 55 2 56 12 3'1 44 85 .98l , 
if ZZ4 507 495 1213'1 l!44889 42200 10.1205 1484 622 129 188 211 15 19 85 85 30 21 15 16 .630 
1 224 5064'12 13273 145~\,1 16101 129~6tl 636 42 361 2'10 7 t6 1 96 96 57 7 4 30 .546 
h 241 503 499 9H7 14· .J9 7821),1 691155 17 6Z7 152 112 21Z 2 16 134 91 91 18 24 3 12 .5!>5 , 
i' 224 5;)2 489 1.2144 l't1'150 13657 111156 1633l 609 43 189 175 42 35 124 29 83 5 87 31 7 13 54 .639 
224 5'J5 49I 14U3 14ao()z 1894(, 12a954 108 623 62 na 202 8 24 19 95 95 49 10 5 25 .575 ---
224 5.)6 496 12941 1509'1'9 50984 998012 123 543 138 1'68 1'12 5 4,1 92 92 31 25 8 11 .696 
~; 224 503 493 14412 152420 l21l02 US'151 2267 945 51 203 193 481 9 3 48 48 21 6 52 98 .. 769 , 22'4 5(13 49( l4225 152511,2 2,\)i19it 11il061 45 622 5l 321 213 1-8 1 96 96 53 9 4 71 .586 
" ~ ru ill 498 l~ '1 ~!t!tllJ 24328 13003'5 6,1 691 106 287 191 8 46 54 92 92 42 15 8 15 .556 
" 
241 5eH 5<)1 14824 16u3'H 413.2 118942 S7 U5 126 254 188 8 140 99 99 35 18 1 100 .52'1 £ 
I 241 5J5 51)0 13182 1,60136 35858 124519 29'1 666 101 281 218 8 53 91 9'1 42 16 9 13 .609 224 507 490 15505 112382 26590 145,163 29 6H 68 353 199 4 9 98 q8 56 11 2 H .638 ~, 224 5'l6 491 1'4861 1 '1l494 12499 159986 9 661l 46 393 210 2 8 98 98 60 7 2 22 .6l0 
q. 
~ 
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, _AL nooa,SPAdB 19,7,0 LAND USE flU L __ , u _:', _'~':C IS POOH PAGE 12 - ,-",--I 1:':17:"i' -(;~;-,lTY OF 'I'lli'. e _ PERCENT OF fOUL S7 SQHI';I:; HSNG - - - - 'flOOR X ~Oll - - - - - - LAND IN ACRES - - - - - --AREA- ----LAND--- OPEN 
eTY X y a '" tlNITS Tl!)T,AL NR,S R,ES SPEC HL NR'S RES S7 REt VAC SliP SPC IIA,T DEV IIAT OEV RES NR,E OPN R,EC FAR 
2C 3 502 5()8 11224 112540 3<132(1 1·+-1215 4 586 100 25,7 2'13 1 15 9~ 97 44 11 3 9 .695 
241 51}6 50H 1556I 174036 32443 ~4li492 10'1 6"-1 83 274 Z08' 8 28 94 94 46 14 6 ZZ .707 , 
224 5'H 496 H378 Hb060 409!>5 13505& 49 643 89 288 Z32 8 25 1 95 95 45 14 5 25 .663 ----~ 
309 ,,97 50( 11)854 176105 62'199 11029-n 969 652 }6'1 245 152 20 27 4" 93 93 38 25 7 42 .669 
224 506 4ge 1522~ H8258 24388 153836 34 6<14 58 350 190 8 7 97 97 57 9 3 55 .684 
~09 4~'? 4~9 H~8'1 ~Jl!.~, _ 60021 118506 422 613 185 228 141 18 10 30 95 95 37 30 5 64 .10a 
224 5"5 49Cc 1832.1 1820118 23'510 158388 180 616 65 339 208 13 10 96 96 53 10 4 55 .682 
31b 490 502 ;'811 184463 113826 70,182 455 6,10 26i7 195 112 21 11 4 31 90 5 95 32 44 5 65 .733 ~, 22'4 5U6,~ 16874 1,88698 36444 152254 660 80 321 220 2 30 95 95 51l 12 5 8 .690 
~ Z3't 499 507 20'129 1911'163 41925 148549 289 482 171 119 117 27 48 58 75 11 85 25 36 15 36 1.075 --- --
, 241 506 500 17984 19088,1 22288 167945 648 665 83 292 25'1 8 32 94 94"" 12 6 20 .701 ~ 241 5ii4-5(),1 ~ 1'1949 201748 26282 1753'15 9,1 609 98 286 203 4 17 97 9'1 47 16 3 20 .789 
t 224 502 490 :3 190114 2113914 23,519 ,180389 6 640 53 360 204 12 10 97 9" 56 8 3 54 .158 !y 24I 5.Q~ 50C I!! In89 2Q7~48_ 64H6 1411'13 13'99 7,89 186 225 206 13 5'1 lU7 92 92 29 24 8 2C .657 
, ' 224 5[;5 494 l1i 15525 H6094 6Jj7511 14UZ8i6 50l 634 155 2'lU 18'1 9 13 91 97 43 24 3 39 .8'10 
(, ~ 3'16 486 504 !i 985,1 219632., 111'589 1ob8~9 224 627 241 194 174 16 3 1 15 95 2 97 3'1 38 3 81 .829 
~ 2'24 5li1r 492 ' Hi865 22455. 30663 193886 4 649 78 359 200 1 12 98' 98 55 12 2 4 .;;;;~ 
i 24,1 505 50'1 2'4898 227966 283116 199660 58'1 77 307 188 1 8 98 98 53 13 2 16 .915 ~ 224 5t'4 493 T'M45 2-jl4z1- 21l'139 209054 ~628 437 3~ 220 126 45 11 8,7 87 50 8 13 80 1.395 
( 224 504 4'l4 23558 24'125'7 45461) 19262'1 3'l16 '46 95 241 U6 3 22 3 95 95 45 17 5 13 1.065 
& z.t 1 507 503 2,040'1 242425 525I6 189134 715 622 122 27,8 180 7 33 1 94 94 45 20 6 18 .957 
i, Nt 50'1 500 21548 243530, 20498 22293'l 10'1 664 64 140 U8 7 M 94 'lit 5,1 10 6 17 .899 
!- N3 ~'l '5li6 21lsi 25053' 56199 193521 808 619 103 16a 183 152 13 73 13 27 17 27 92 1.266 
! 224 506 495 21529 253'106 56258195477 19n 646 95 294 Zift 16 28 93 93 46 15 7 36 .961 
1: 2].1 499 506 23'135 27'1789 H96il 219'1,28 94 606 85 162 ~60 164 34 58 61 9 67 27 14 33 83 1.529 
,) 23,1 499 50~5 inn H299'1 75888 2:>3'604 3499 56982140 179 126 40 2 37 66 6 71 25 14 29 n 1.7,82 I 224 5C2 495 1~7"7 34j1533 L3\>8~ 1.,21112 8969 589 169 1211 211 59 24 5 86 86 20 29 14 71 1.577 
1 m ;:~ ~~L l:~:: ,~'~:i~ :~;~D ~!~;:~ 447 ::: ~ ~!; :~:~: : ~~~: ~! 1~ ~: :~ ~:g~~ I: 231 5"0 ~oo 30031 548025 109814 "37282 869 6,16 47 15,7 116 354 1 2 48 48 23 7 52 100 3.917 
136 15 
~, 241 51.15 503 lU15 4534 lU8 33il'8 38 19 33 16 15 13 239 20 75 82 20 42 18 4 .161 
, 241 504 503 -- 11..00 11400 206 198 7 348 3'l 63 100 96 .121 f 309 495 493 ~881~_ 18805 10 113 135 6 22 4 5 374 27 68 85 78 15 .296 i 
; 3,12 495 416 2233 284,17 5465 22554 458 247 47 1'27 43 23 5 3 252 44 50 89 52 19 11 83 .297' 
~ ":'i!t'l 495 494 ' 13 6U30 58993 l30 2CJ7 543 333 1 71 99 21 17 109 65 11 78 61 22 .332 
e' 301 494 493 661 1,28'10 65823 6912 75 687 3"" 24 11'9 35 126 5 16 16 3 55 24 22 .3'18 
1: 301 492 490 e 10,71 85614 73612 12002 641 332 38 84 H2 20 5,1 4 50 66 1 72 6 52 28 61 .429 
r 31:7 4,!~ 4~ t 1629 85940 69253 16410 277 662 333 39 134 1 92 U 1 77 77 6 5Ci 23 .388 
~ ~~'~ !~~ ::~ .~ !~~: ~~~~! :~~~~ !!~~: 5~; ;~ ~:: 1~! l~~ ~~~! 1 46 ~~ 9 :: ~~ ~~ 1: :: :~:: , 
\ 224 50,1 494 '" 5352 <;5857 519M "O:~66 31D4 211 105 56 18 19 13 210 50 44 88 21 39 12 59 .921 j 
~ 241 504 498 .. HOD 112355 100415 1,0346 1594 558 358 31 94 7 31 30,.,. 85 1 92 .. 64 8 16 .502 l Ii 301 40/. 493 Ill, 6568 116944 31321 176811 1943 566 87 227 130 7 14 102 96 96 40 15 4 32 .492 ',' 
l' 2U_ 50'1 4'iL [:j ®lIJ! U!lSJl3 5,7054 62044 485 306 10'1 ],J 11 6 84 377 32 55 70 12 33 30 6 1.274 _j 
. 224 502 496 ~ 4446 123129 5<1639 38093 3399i7 536 75 46 9'1 14 25 286 50 85 9 93 9 14 7 36 .571 , 
224 502 493 8619 1248)0 63643 5,81152 3(35 63ft 268 98 1601 64 43 10 82' 2 83 16 42 17 60 .543 . 
309 491 493 1111 n 131720 2<;'~6b 102537 17 58'1 134 219 121 13 14 19 95 95 '-,8 23 5 47 .546 ~ 
3111 493 493 5326 V35lB 7,BU8 53650 16'10 557 285 125 114 15 7 11 41 89 8 96 22 51 470 .5n! 
-~~i ~~; ::j !~~~t:~;:~ :!~~! 1~~!:~ 2:~ :!~ ~:~ 3:~ ~:~ ~: 5: 169:~ 26 :: !~ ~~ 1~ ~: :::: I 
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i tOTAL nooll SPACB ~9~0 LAND USE HL E PAGE 13 h - - - PERCENT Of lOlAL -
S~ SQ HI !E HSNG - - - - FLBeR X IJO - LANO I'N ACRES - - - - - --AR
EA- ---LANO--- OPEN 
CTY • Y O~ I"~'[TS raUL 
NRS RES SPEC HL NR'S RES S,T REt VAt SliP SPC lin
 DEV IIA,T OEV RES NR'E UPN R'EC FAR -~--
224 %4 489 :..)12'1' 141'185 220 lu 12'S'HO 5 575 55 294 1
99 14 14 95 9.5 5'1 10 5 49 .611 
301 490 49'1 10389 141869 406)9 1114454 2H6 636 138 3'13 175 
4 2 4 99 99 49 22 1 62 .53q 
3CQ 49~ 496 11196 1565'8<3 41),1,,5 114H 5 n63 541 rD'l 254 129 23 
1 33 95 95 46 19 5 18 .695 
, 307 491 -494 --IIOu55 161605 5,9265 102250 90 627 153
 l62 91 116 5 34 17 5 6,1 42 24 19 96 .73
3 
{ 307 4~1 4'H U508 167718 43258 124460 5
9fi 90 33,1 164 2 3 99 99 56 15 1 4
5 .659 
i' 31:9 49'1 494 H906 174799 55C8'; 119406 313 590 1
52 211 U8 10 22 1 95 95 47 26 5 30 .
11'8 
224 502 4~2 5418 11849'1 109086 46U6 23~89 6
30 262 80 132 28 24 104 25 88 4 92 13 42 8 54 
.708 -- --
224 504 49'1 iS553 1'80151 3'1"3,1 149511 143 6<19 
66 329 18'3 6 36 93 93 53 11 7 14 
.1119 
309 491 498 '11585 lU8),1 62-263 1189iJ'3 6011 653 2'l1 221 1
5'1 9 29 15 94 94 35 33 6 23 .678 
241 5112 50C 13946 182499 84523 95238 2138 
6,12 219 19'1 182 4 13 4 9,1 97 3'1 36 3 22 
.1iJ] 
241 5(;2 ~'J'1 1933~ 184926 30t. 14 154852 653 89 283 2
'10 46 26 89 89 43 14 11 64 .13
11 
224 504 490 1-6993 185096 3299~ 152084 15 
626 69 349 l!99 2 7 99 99 56 11 1 19 .
688 
-224 5G2 498 988 1  19'130\1 '1'08943 81950 4ill1 643 306 12& 110 19 22 
29 90 
" 
94 20 48 6 46 .730 
3(l~ 493 496 4642 196'1-8,5 135442 6<1300 43 643 
H6 6~ 96 3 12 1 63 89 9 98 9 73 2 19 .11'4 
3G~ 497 4'17 14152 197,859 461'12 151651 10 
6,H 13<1 326 11'1 30 15 93 93 48 20 7 67 .1l!
b ---
2.24 504 49iT 1353. 20-1326 102956 917'd08 5'62 
630 210 1" 116 12 29 9 92 1 94 23 43 6 
29 .78'3 
~ 224 503 4911 
19,5'1 204021 3127·6 166H 3 38 60& 74 3~6 18i!' 2 21 
96 96 53 12 4 7 .,8iZ 
, 224 5{'5 493 21425 20463'1 366'15 161701 3~9 161 86 28
8 2'16 9 11 151 9il 97 38 11 3 46 .63) 
r-::z:, 224 ,04 492 ~OO66 2069'86 
33'598 113384 4 Ml8 68 320 2'10 2 1 9
8 98 53 11 2 26 .194 
Zi.J3 501 5~7 iii 2225'1 211098 49254 16,1419 425 1<1.6 H5 11-4 186 217 
,114 62 62 23 15 38 95 l.e22 
i\-c:.. 224 505 4'15 I 22412 2171'8,1 3863'5 11'8093 45'1 625 86 281 204 3'
8 16 9'1 9'1 45 14 9 10 .813 
c\)' , 23'1 499 491 ~844 217206 149'8,1,~ 61059 217 217 154 
45 13 2 3 289 48 5'1 98 16 55 2 46 1.830 
3C7 492 4'12 933'" 220.19) 12'1476 9U42 915 649 264 162 1
70 9 43 1 92 92 25 41 8 11 .841 
224 5tH 495 '" 12754 2£11'9'1'4 
152228 69451 229 449 141 61 120 ],1 18 163 55 27 
74 15 33 26 32 1.523 
241 5('2 499 ~ l'Hl 222W'5 2J8593 14~!J2 1u 685 37'; 24 211l 3 11
 16 86 2 68 4 54 12 4 .845 
2( 3 5(;2 5(\b 2'4611 224t9<Z 324dO 19U8'8 • 684 136 233 237 
H 62 89 89 34 20 11 21 .850 
224 502 49'1 ffi 1443'1 2244J8 56615 124629 43'IJ4 612 125 2'l3 t95 12 26 
42 94 94 35 20 6 31 .Sqil 
~ 
" 
3Dl 49'1 493 i!i 18t8 226462 1119';;0 10112611 1302 644 234 18,1 
161 39 19 4 3 90 1 9,1 29 36 9 61 .8811 
!' 224 504 496 19~05 2<9U4 51882 168i1H 2505 639 101 304 20~ 1
1 13 3 96 96 "8 16 '" 47 .855 
224 5\13 497 2U30,3 229914 6597,8 163·36;' 576 611t 
16" 23,1 2"'1 20 23 94 94 34 24 6 
41 .835 
224 51;2 494 ~8144 -- - Z395~5 84,IM 153650 17H 
645 H8 232 18,1 15 3~ 93 93 36 28 7 31 .921 
309 498 497 11810 -243453 123511 H9735 'l47 
629 343 123 141 18 4 1 14 94 2 9'1 19 54 3 
84 .92u 
2(3 5(" 508 238M 243516 36319 2U3",,8 4129 687 243 195 188 
7 50 6 92 '1·2 28 35 8 12 .886 
31H 491 492 'l3161 245666 74985 11,05011 1811 
627 174 259 162 1 n 95 95 41 28 5 5 .94
8 
224 Sll3 496 n~42 24b.151 1211),24 124104 1623 62'1 185 111 221 
13 23 3 94 94 29 30 6 36 .96,1 
ZZ4 ~!<~ 497 __ ~29 _-----24899'1 4Oi23 208664 204 61!O 
92 305 19'1 6 10 97 91 50 15 3 36 .961 
203 502 505 21TH 2S3~62 73294 180033 435 
654 161 143 184 84 82 9 74 1 75 22 25 25 50 1
.194 
224 5C5 496 2254D 254689 4J.46,1 2.11 Q74 146 683 84 362 2
23 6 a 98 98 53 12 2 43 .874 
2()3 50C 504 2,Q'j,1 2569~4 75552 11,680:) 462.2 603 174 113 111 
60 83 2 35 72 5 76 19 29 24 42 1.283 
- 224 . 503-494 212'13 26>1153 5131"" ,11";,)85 58 5'57 66248 159 
811 4 85 85 45 12 15 96 1.211 
224 503 495 20987 265296 89056 175'39,8 8"'2 
645 156 241 2'11 4 27 1 95 '15 38 24 5 13 
.992 
231 50'1 501 26855 n6043 4608 21973~ 226 364
 66 132 84 24 59 504 3'2 58 71 36 16 23 29 2
.258 
3(9 497 41)5 15461 276631 11-'151 1599'12 Z81S8 643 224 244 134 11 23 
8 95 95 38 35 5 33 1.042 
231 501 499 237'84 2'84565 105594 117926 1045 
379 1'64 11 104 5 35 169 62 31 90 19 43 10 
12 1.925 
224 504 495 2'6314 2'865'5,J 66115 118592 118;4
3 6&6 ,It 6 3~6 2'19 13 l' 2 91 n 47 16 3 
56 1.023 
3e7 492 493 180 11 2921'68 27164b 1953,1 1591 
595 184 42 128 7 11 24 58 88 9 97 7 65 3 4
1 1.165 
309 498 495 1156" 299963 111'845 1 Hall 868 l'L 353 130
 119 11 2() 95 '15 19 50 5 46 1.019 
7!D 5~ 1 504 28353 31l3'&2 9549'2 2l5'841 29 594 141 206
 115 43 22 89 89 35 25 11 66 1.355 
2~3 51)0 5117 29564 315744 51875 2'63804 65 517 122 U8 1'94 
23 10 94 94 39 21 6 69 1.332 
231 499 5r.3 22322 32L591 145131 17536i) 5C 415 13C 1
2B nl 17 10 20 7,8 4 82 27 21 18 89 1.895 
231 499 5"4 261611 3271)53 3691.)3 274715 \5435 ~74 5~ If.9 1
44 911 14 1 5'1 70 10 1,8 36 11 22 87 2.033 
231 SCI 496 26565 ~..1~8_?y6 141Q'6'B 2J594i.,; 27,a 502 1
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iii ti TOTAL UllOa SPACE 
~I SO ~" .. . OJ H5NG - - - - Fli~I!JK X ~OO -
x y I!I .. ONHS TI!J~AL NR S RES 
50£ 5/i/:5 33666 31511:3.13 5"5<)4 3UU362 
499 502 iii 35736 36149'7 905H 270900 5(l( 5()6 3'8614- 37Zl33 53982 3'lU()3 
50'1 5ilO I 25.806 393456 15111198 24250'1 499 1<98 L4224 4G5403 311145 n080 499 499 UB85 406199 26U89 '136242 
500 503 '" 32955 4H12S 128396 2'82485 
501 491 ~ 41156 43'll85 92612 34\1,752 501 505 
E 
29294 4MOl2 85425 na84.8 
499 500 39699 491284 133065 358045 
499 50'1 4.3'125 500313 6'1 H3 43'82'113 
500 496 12262 6'86057 606229 74626 
50~ 495 396 72204171)92 )9 1 H84 
50C. 49~ 41845 8'189'0 5035\14 361<520 
500 498 32'158 13 54r 1125541 ,194322 
500 499 21340 15 .17 .5 1420555 HilU5 
88 lilO 
EXHlBrr 4 


















- - - PERCEN~ OF lOUL -
- - - LAND IN ... ERES - - - - - --AR'EA- ------lANO--- OPEN 
HL NRS RES S,T REt V'At SliP SPC WU OEVWAT DEV RES NilE OPN REt FAR 
61:; l!i9 228 194 53 30 86 
44~ 82 137 13,3 93 1 8 11 
1>89 L30 259 229 49 23 90 
loll> 233 10,1 9:1 23 23 8~ 11 
5n 301 10 129 3 28 3 94 
541 3'110 80' 130 2 20 1 96 
6,19 145 221> 194 32 82 16 8'1 
5811 9U 269 l5'1 55 110 80 11 
643 ~59 254 200 1 22 1 96 
5104 216 1109 116 23 39 89 
1062 101 1910 142 51 23 1 83 
5'88 295 53 209 6 25 95 
427 227 1 U'8 25 49 l!0 3113 108 
639 20,3 190 21'6 n 11 2 96 
6n 3112 90 211 8 11 3 97 









































18 14 64 1.545 
18 21 99 2.393 
19 10 68 1 •. 386 
49 10 5'1 2.096 
51 6 9 1.861 
51 10 8 1.119 
21 17 28 1.610 
15 12 19 1.952 
25 4 24 1.122 
40 11 n 2.3102 
10 11 11 2.998 
50 5 20 2.829 
53 11 33 4.703 
32 4 S9 3.282 
48 3 44 •• 969 
52 3 3'3 6.0'18 
---
W+"'jf"e¥iwi7=i~-i,.m(,"~N~B&jjt1);'b~jJj,;"o"'~~i.id1l!1~"'iJl1d~ili'i::':""1%j~"~~'~·,~,--",il"'l>"""",I~,,,: ... \.h_s.:.ill'''''',..a!k;i;:. .... ,w.;,,v-.c»_,'''-~;;',''''''''.-&''£. "",."",,w..'i-,,,, .. \,,,.>4''''''''-'';;'''~',_"U'i.:';;~~~~~j'''~ '_'';''It<~ir~';:.:i~..oIW~,,,,..,..:~:.ik...~'''''''~.n!'''''~4;'''''''''''~ 
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REP,- . TT l'l'Y 
• ~- J_ - 0.:-
ORIG --, JS EXHIBIT 4 
"'.....i!CJ . PO,--" 
i TOTAL ,FLOOR SPAGB t9~0 lANOU5'E F Il E PAGE 13 
II - - - PERCENT Of T'OUl -Sf S'C;) Mil HSNG - - - - FLOC" X lao - lAND liN ACRES - - - - - --AREA- ----LANO--- GPEN 
CTY X Y I!U:: ;IN'lTS feTAL NRS RIES SPEC Tl'L NRS RES S,T REC VAC SWP SPC IIAT DEV IIAT DEV RES NRE OPN, R'EC FAR 
224 %4489 1512'1 141185 221>1\1 125iUO 5 515 55 294 199 14 14 95 95 51 10 5 49 .617 
307 490 49'1 10389 H7869 40639 ill4454 2776 636 138 3'l3 115 4 2 4 9'! 99 49 22 1 62 .539 
l( 9 49J 496 11198 156583 4Ii,].,,5 114-11 5 17'63 541 tOI 254 129 23 7 33 95 95 46 19 5 7,8 .695 301- 49~ -494 --11i5~55 ii.·161l5 5926510'2250 90 627 153 i!62 91116 5 34 77 5 8t 42 24 19 96 .733 
3vl 4~;,t 49'1 11508 l'6nU 43258 124460 59a 90 3·3-1164 2 3 99 99 56 15 1 45 .659 
3';1'9 497 494 U!9U6 174799 55C8~ 1194116 313 590 152 277 128 1!0 22 1 95 95 47 26 5 30 .11'8 
224 502 4~'2 54·],1. :1784911 lU90W6 '>6'116 23'£89 630 262 80 132 28 24 104 25 88 4 92 13 42 8 54 .708 
224 504 49:i. i5553 1811151 3'1,)3,7 149571 143 6.t9 66 329 18'3 6 36 93 93 53 11 7 14 .7119 
309 49~ 498 U5a5 18'183~ 62.2&3 1189i73 601 653 217 227 15'1 9 29 15 94 94 35 B 6 23 .61<8 
241 502 5ilt: 13946 182499 84523 95238 2738 612 219 19'1 182 4 13 4 911 97 3'1 36 3 22 .7(13 
,41 5112 5'JIl 1933~ 164926 30(; 7,4 154852 653 89 28,3 210 46 26 89 89 43 14 11 64 .731 
224 504 490 16993 185096 3299,7 152084 15 626 69 349 199 2 7 99 99 56 11 1 19 .688 
"224 S02 498 98;8-1 191301l 108943 81950 4.~i7 643 306 126 lID 19 22 29 90 4 94 20 48 6 46 .130 
31l~ 498 496 4.642 1967,8'5 1354'>2 61300 43 6'>8 4~6 60 96 3 12 1 63 89 9 98 9 73 2 }9 .114 
3G~ 491{ 49i1 14152 19·785·9 46192 151657 10 6,J9 13,1 326 1 N 30 15 93 93 48 20 7 67 .716 
2'2'4 504 49il 13531 20'1326 102956 9;r'8.08 562 630 270 1-44 176 12 29 9 92 1 94 23 43 6 29 .7'83 
224 503 49'1 1975'. 204027 3'1n6 166,7'13 38 60G 1,4 3'}6 J.o8il 2 2'1 96 96 ~3 12 4 7 .8:],,2 
224 5(15 493 2'1425 20463'1 366-15 16HO'1 3a9 7,61 86 288 2'16 9 11 15i 9il 97 38 11 3 46 .633 
22'4 504 492 20066 2069'86 33'598 1733'84 4 608 68 320 2'10 2 7 98 98 53 11 2 26 .194 
203 501 51.!i1 a 2225'1 211098 49254 1,614,19 425 l66 115 H4 186 277 1l!4 62 62 23 15 38 95 1.e22 
224 505 495 I 22412 21n8,1 3'863'5 17'8093 459 625 86 281 204 3'8 N. 9'1 9'1 45 14 9 10 .873 :;, =::b 23,1 "99 49i1 ~844 217206 1498~" 6~O59 277 211 154 45 13 2 3 289 48 5,1 98 16 5·5 2 46 1.830 3Cl 492 492 9334 22(),193 12'1416 9H42 915 649 264 162 no 9 43 1 92 92 25 41 8 17 .847 .~ 224 50,1 495 
'" 
12759 22t914 15222'8 69457 229 449 141 6iT 120 H 7,8 163 55 27 74 15 33 26 32 1.523 
~'CD 241 5('2 '>99 ,~ 1911 222W5 2J8593 14.;u2 1Q 685 3'~~ 24 210 3 17 16 86 2 88 4 54 12 4 .,845 c' 2C 3 5~2 5(16 24M 1 224192 3240)0 19'11\8'B 4 684 136 233 217 11 62 89 89 34 20 11 21 .850 
224 502 49'1 I 14439 2244.8 56615 124629 43'IJ4 612 125 2'13 195 12 26 42 94 94 35 20 6 H .897 ,. 307 49-1 493 7818 226462 11790<1 10il260 H02 641t 234 18!1 1611 39 1'9 4 3 90 1 9'1 29 36 9 61 .887 I;' 
224 504 496 19"05 2<9,1'04 H882 168:717 2505 639 10'1 304 20iT 11 13 3 96 96 48 16 4 47 .855 
224 503 497 20303 2299-14 6597'8 16336~ 516 674 16U 23'1 2"-1 20 23 94 94 34 24 6 47 .8]5 
224 K2"'9" " ~8'l'>4 2395'85 84161 153'650 1774 645 H8 232 ·18,7 15 33 93 93 36 28 7 31 .921 
309 498 497 118'lU 243;;;53 123511 H9135 147 629 343 123 HI 18 4 1 14 94 2 9,1 19 54 3 84 .920 
2(3 sr,. 51)8 238M 24351,6 36379 203,,\)8 4'129 l>8'1 243 195 188 7 50 6 92 92 28 3'5 8 12 .886 
301 49,1 4'12 13'18,1 245666 74985 H0500 1.8[ 621 174 259 162 1 3'1 95 95 4-l 28 5 5 .948 
224 51B 496 Hb42 246751 12'1024 124104 1623 6.21185 177 ZZ-l 13 23 3 94 94 29 30 6 36 .96' 
zz~ 5!l~ ~9'1 24929 24899'1 "(H23 208664 204 6'10 92 30,5 197 6 10 9il 91 50 15 3 36 .961 
203 502 505 -2 Ii37--· 2'53162 73294 180033 435 654161 143 184 84 82 9 74 1 75 22 25 25 50 1.194 
224 5e5 496 2.2540 254689 47467 2J1'074 148 683 84 362 223 6 8 98 98 53 12 2 43 .8iT4 
203 soc 594 22917 2569~4 755<>2 Il6'BU Q 46,,2 603 174 113 111 60 83 2 35 72 5 7i6 19 29 24 42 1.283 
224 503 494 21293 261153 513h; Zl!Oli85 58 5'51 66 248 159 8'1 4 85 85 45 12 15 96 1.271 
224 5tJ3 495 211981 265296 89056 175398 842 645 156 241 2'11 4 27 1 95 95 38 24 5 13 .992 
Hi 5C'! 50'1 26855 216043 4608 229739 226 364 66 132 84 24 59 504 3'2 58 77 36 18 23 29 2.258 
3e9 4n 495 15461 276631 1137'51 15999'2 28'88 643 224 244 134 11 23 8 95 95 38 35 5 33 1.042 
~' 2'31 501 499 2378'> 
218456.1) 10559,> 111926 10'45 n9 164 11 104 5 35 169 62 3,1 90 19 43 to 12 1.925 
224 504 495 2'637'> 2'8655j 66115 218592 18'43 666 It6 31,6 2'19 13 It 2 9il 91 47 16 3 56 1.1123 
3(:7 492 493 18(1!l 2927;68 211646 1953,1 15,9,1 595 384 42 128 7 11 24 58 aa 9 9'7 7 65 3 41 1.165 
309 498 495 11568 299963 171'845 121250) 8'68 nc 353 130 119 17 20 95 95 19 50 5 46 1.039 
-Z1r) 
·sr 1 504 28353 31l3'62 9549'2 215'841 29 59'. 1'47 206 115 43 22 89 89 35 25 11 66 1.355 
~ 2Q3 50C 507 29564 315744 51875 263'804 65 577 122 U8 194 23 10 94 94 39 21 6 69 1.332 , 
231 499 sn3 2'2322 32059'7 1451d7 115361) 51! 41-5 1,,, 128 1311 11 lC 20 78 82 27 27 18 89 1.895 
" 
4 ~, 231 49'9 51)4 267'8'1 3270'53 36'9\.!3 274715 15435 47'4 50 ~69 144 90 14 1 51 70 10 1·8 36 11 22 81 2.033 --_._-
231 SCI 496 _ 2,65~~ .J'@21l6 141988 2"·594~ 218 502 1'44 1155 1'65 H 7 82 79 14 9,2 3'1 29 8 82 1.723 
... 
~ 
l ~~ ... ,. -. -li r_' , '"" .• '.;~~ ~~!"'~~k;':A~,~o.';'_L~..:".",;"m"'40""'~'<~-:'O_ .. t!"!=""-'><~'"'''\\''~''-... "",.;.,."~,,,,,,,,,,i''>''H.''r~~'''h.~'''-v-'.,., ___ ,,. ........ ,,,:,, ...... ,,-,.~,,,,},-,,,~"""'M~"""'Y_""· 'x<,·.,·, .... """>"A..'"'~~"'h\.~'k>"·.,,"'"-·."'.,,~" __ "'-.. '''~_,~,.,"'·"'~~''''''" ..... __ ~<>...,·~~ .... :.b..i.o'''''''''=~,u,'.~,·._''=-,,~,,'''' ... ¥_''''~''~ .. , ... -.,;,>"",",-•• ,-,~,,_ o"".":"-'''':'''-'''''-~ 

























































I TOl1ALFI:OOR SPACE &I ... 19~u LAND USE FIL E PAGE 14 
- - - PERtENr OF TO~AL -
SO HI Ii· 'HSNG - - - - Iilill!Ji< X 100 - - - - - - LAND IN AtRES - - - - - --AREA- -----IcANO-- OPEN 
X V .. ' 0" UNIITS HiITAL NRS R'ES SPEC HL N~'S RES sr R'EI: VAt SliP SPCWAT DEV WAT OEV RES NR'E OPN REt FAR 
SCf 5,,5 336&6 3'51313 5&504 3(1lil1>2 
499 50'2 
re 
35731> 31>~49i1 96517 2 ~0900 
5(lt" 5'{J6 3'8614 372733 53982 318:163 
SOi SilO .~ 25806 3'93456 1511198 242SD'1 499 498 l'4224 405403 3>17745 87080 
499 499 ., 2'1885 406799 268189 136242 
SOD 503 '" 3'2955 411125 128390 282485 
501 49'1 ~ 47756 433785 9'26'12 340752 50'1 505 g 29294 41>10'H 85425 370848 499 500 39699 491284 133065 35811*5 
4'Q9 5011 43i725 5003'13 61113 438293 
500 491> 12262 6 18605r1 606229 14621> 
50( 495 396 122041 1092 J9 IH84 
50(\ 49iT 41845 8'!890 5035114 36,.520 
5GO 498 32158 13 54r 1125541 1943'22 


















1>'~5 IG9 228 ~94 
447 8,2 BiT 133 
1>89 13D 259 229 
",J6 233 tO'l 97 
53-1 30'1 70 129 
547 H4 80130 
6.19 1'45 221> ~9" 
5'80 9U 269 151. 
643 ~59 254 200 
544 2'16 ~49 116 
41>2 U ~94 142 
588 295 53 209 
421 221 1 108 
639 203 190 2}6 
63i 3112 9;) 211 
613 3,19 58 2'18 
REPIlODUC:LBILllY OF mE 
ORIGINAL PAGlJ ;3 f'OOR 
'o'LIil112B2$JO ~ ~~ ({j 2! /' 
, "" S< 1:; - ;g <"" ~ ~ :P r; )::i vl ,~ .... ~ ~,:: ~,P 
C"-l 0::1, ~ 'to ." c.n 
en ::0 -r.I -- w...J 
<-: ~ ~ rT1 Gl C") 
c? C">;= 0 " 


















































86 31 18 14 64 1.545 
19 )11 18 21 99 2.393 
90 38 19 10 68 1.386 
90 21 49 10 51 2.091> 
94 13 51 6 9 1.861 
96 15 51 4 8 1.779 
83 33 21 11 28 1.670 
88 46 15 12 79 1.952 
96 39 25 4 24 1.122 
89 n 40 11 n 2.3'02 
83 42 10 11 71 2.998 
95 9 50 5 20 2.829 
83 2 53 11 33 4.1'03 
96 30 32 4 59 3.282 
9'1 14 48 3 44 4.969 
91 9 52 3 33 6.018 
.. ---.---
-~-
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